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Abstract

In 1994, Grojnowski gave a construction of an equivariant elliptic cohomology theory

associated to an elliptic curve over the complex numbers. Grojnowski’s construction

has seen numerous applications in algebraic topology and geometric representation

theory, however the construction is somewhat ad hoc and there has been significant

interest in the question of its geometric interpretation.

We show that there are two global models for Grojnowski’s theory, which shed light

on its geometric meaning. The first model is constructed as the Borel-equivariant co-

homology of a double free loop space, and is a holomorphic version of a construction

of Rezk from 2016. The second model is constructed as the loop group-equivariant

K-theory of a free loop space, and is a slight modification of a construction given

in 2014 by Kitchloo, motivated by ideas in conformal field theory. We investigate

the properties of each model and establish their precise relationship to Grojnowski’s

theory.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Ever since the desire to realise the Witten genus as a map of cohomology theories,

there have been two major driving forces in elliptic cohomology. On one hand,

there have been purely formal constructions, such as the first definition of elliptic

cohomology in [24], and more recently [3], [11], and [17]. On the other hand, there

have been developments in the geometric interpretation of elliptic cohomology, from

Segal’s notion of an elliptic object in [36], and continuing notably in [38], and in

[23]. It is only now that, in the equivariant setting, a precise comparison between

these two pictures is emerging ([8], [19]). The paper at hand is a contribution in

this direction.

Equivariant elliptic cohomology has two traditions, one which has been focused on

finite group actions, and the other on compact Lie group actions. In the finite case,

Devoto [10] gave a definition using equivariant K-theory, which was further devel-

oped by Ganter [14] in the context of orbifold loop spaces. The finite case is related

not only to physics (see Berwick-Evans [7]) but also moonshine phenomena (see

Ganter [14], [15] and Morava [29]). In the Lie case, Grojnowski gave a purely for-

mal, but ad hoc construction of a complex analytic equivariant elliptic cohomology

for the purpose of constructing elliptic affine algebras [18]. Although it is defined

over the complex numbers, Grojnowski’s construction has attracted a lot of interest

and is continuing to find numerous applications (see for example [1], [2], [16], [31],

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

and [33]). We are interested in a geometric model for Grojnowski’s construction in

the case that the Lie group is a torus.

There are striking similarities between the formal properties of elliptic cohomology

and the representation theory of loop groups (see for example [2], [13], and [22]).

Indeed, much of the work on elliptic cohomology was stimulated by the relationship

([39], [40]) between elliptic genera and the index of the Dirac operator on a free loop

space, where loop groups naturally arise. However, until now a precise connection

has been difficult to state.

Motivated by the strong relationship between the representation theory of loop

groups and conformal field theory (see section 4 of [37]), Kitchloo has constructed

in [20] a version of G-equivariant elliptic cohomology using loop group techniques,

for a simple, simply-connected compact Lie group G. In this paper, we spell out

Kitchloo’s construction FT for a torus T and compare this to Grojnowski’s defi-

nition GT , and find that the two are equivalent on compact, equivariantly formal1

T -spaces, for a particular elliptic curve. We thus establish a precise link between

Kitchloo’s physical definition and Grojnowski’s formal definition. Along the way,

we find that the formalism of Kitchloo’s definition may be used to construct a holo-

morphic version E``T of a T -equivariant elliptic cohomology theory defined by Rezk

in [31] (see Section 5). Following Rezk’s ideas, we construct E``T over the moduli

space of framed elliptic curves in such a way that it is equipped with a natural

C
ˆ

ˆ SL2pZq-action. We then show that, over a particular elliptic curve, E``T is

equivalent to GT for all compact T -spaces.

There have been several recent contributions to the geometric interpretation of el-

liptic cohomology. Berwick-Evans and Tripathy give ([8]) a physical interpretation

of complex analytic equivariant elliptic cohomology which unifies the discrete and

Lie group points of view, inspired by the work of Stolz and Teichner [38]. Also, in

[19], Huan constructs a quasi-elliptic cohomology theory, modeled on orbifold loop

spaces.

1For the definition of equivariantly formal, see Definition 2.2.11
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We now state our main results, leaving until afterwards the task of explaining the

notation.

Theorem 1.0.1 (Corollary 3.7.8). There is an isomorphism of cohomology theories

E``˚
T,t

– G˚
T,t
,

on finite T -CW complexes with values in coherent holomorphic sheaves of Z{2Z-

graded OET,t
-algebras.

Theorem 1.0.2 (Corollary 4.6.2). Let q “ e2⇡i⌧ . There is an isomorphism of

cohomology theories

F˚
T,q

– p�T,⌧ q˚ G˚
T,⌧

on equivariantly formal, finite T -CW complexes with values in coherent holomorphic

sheaves of Z{2Z-graded OCT,q
-algebras.

Theorem 1.0.3 (Corollary 5.2.16). Let q “ e2⇡i⌧ . There is an isomorphism of

cohomology theories

kF˚
T,q

– p�T,⌧ q˚ pG˚
T,⌧

q bOCT,q

Lk

q

on equivariantly formal, finite T -CW complexes with values in coherent holomorphic

sheaves of Z{2Z-graded OCT,q
-modules.

The parameters t, q and ⌧ denote the restriction to particular complex elliptic curves

Et, Cq and E⌧ . We write

ET,t :“ Ť bZ Et and CT,q :“ Ť bZ Cq

for the underlying geometric objects of the respective theories. If q “ e2⇡i⌧ , then

there is an isomorphism �⌧ : E⌧ – Cq which induces

�T,⌧ : Ť bZ E⌧ – Ť bZ Cq.

It is the pushforward over this map which appears in the second and third results.

The symbol k represents a positive integer which arises as a parameter in the rep-

resentation theory of loop groups, out of which kF˚
T,q

is constructed. Finally, the
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notation Lk

q
denotes a certain line bundle over CT,q, sometimes known as the Looi-

jenga line bundle, whose sections are degree k theta functions. All sheaves are

holomorphic.

We take the opportunity here to establish some conventions.

Conventions 1.0.4. Suppose that a group G acts on a space X from the left. We

use g ¨ x to denote the group action of g P G on x P X, and we use gg1 to denote

the group product of g, g1
P G. All group actions are assumed continuous, and all

subgroups of Lie groups are assumed to be closed

If G is a topological group, we denote the connected component of G containing the

identity by G0. We will often just use the word ‘component’ to mean a connected

component.

All maps of topological spaces are assumed to be continuous. If X and Y are

topological spaces, then the set of continuous maps MappX, Y q is regarded as a

space with the compact-open topology.

All vector bundles are complex vector bundles, and all sheaves are holomorphic.

Let A be an abelian group, let H be an arbitrary group, and let A act on H. Our

convention for the group law of the semidirect product A ˙ H is

pa1, h1
qpa, hq “ pa1a, a´1

¨ h1hq.

The tensor product A b B of two Z-modules is over Z, unless otherwise specified.

All rings are assumed to have a multiplicative identity. By a Z-graded commutative

ring we mean a Z-graded ring R such that for two homogeneous elements a P Ri

and b P Rj, we have

ab “ p´1q
ijba.

For (not necessarily square) matrices A, m, and t, we use expressions such as Am,

mt, and mA to mean matrix multiplication. So, for example, if m “ pm1,m2q and

t “ pt1, t2q are vectors, then mt means the dot product, where t is understood to

mean the transpose of t. The transpose of a vector should be understood whenever
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it is necessary to make sense of an expression.
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Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we set out the background material that will be used in the fol-

lowing chapters. In the first section we treat a variety of basic objects, the most

important among which is perhaps the moduli stack of elliptic curves over C, which

we present as an equivariant space. In the second and third sections we introduce

torus-equivariant ordinary cohomology and torus-equivariant K-theory, along with

some of their properties and holomorphic analogues. In the fourth section we in-

troduce Rosu’s version of the equivariant Chern character (see [34]), which will be

immensely useful to us in comparing various cohomology theories. In the final sec-

tion, we give the construction of Grojnowski’s torus-equivariant elliptic cohomology,

which is central to all of our results.

2.1 Elliptic curves over C

Our account of the classification of elliptic curves over C is based on the short

summary in Rezk’s paper [31], which is particularly convenient for our constructions

in the next chapter.

Remark 2.1.1. Consider the subspace

X :“ tpt1, t2q P C
2

|Rt1 ` Rt2 “ Cu Ä C
2.

7



8 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

An element t “ pt1, t2q P X defines a lattice

⇤t :“ Zt1 ` Zt2 Ä C.

It is easily verified that X is preserved under left multiplication by GL2pZq, and

that ⇤t “ ⇤t1 if and only if there is a matrix A P GL2pZq such that At “ t1.

Definition 2.1.2. An elliptic curve over C is a complex manifold

Et :“ C{⇤t,

along with the quotient group structure induced by the additive group C.

Remark 2.1.3. A map of elliptic curves Et Ñ Et1 is a map of complex manifolds

which is also a homomorphism of groups. It is straightforward to show that any

map of elliptic curves Et Ñ Et1 is induced by multiplication by a nonzero complex

number � satisfying that �⇤t Ä ⇤t1 . Furthermore, the map is an isomorphism if and

only if �⇤t “ ⇤t1 .

Remark 2.1.4. By our previous remarks, for any two elliptic curves Et and Et1 ,

• Et and Et1 are identical if and only if there exists A P GL2pZq such that At “ t1;

and

• isomorphisms Et – Et1 correspond bijectively to pairs p�, Aq P GL2pZq such

that �At “ t1.

Therefore, elliptic curves over C are classified by the action of Cˆ
ˆ GL2pZq on X

given by p�, Aq ¨ t “ �At. Alternatively, they are also classified by the action of the

subgroup

C
ˆ

ˆ SL2pZq Ä C
ˆ

ˆ GL2pZq

on the subspace

X`
“ tpt1, t2q P X | Impt1{t2q ° 0u Ä X ,

which is easily seen to inherit such an action. While we will use the C
ˆ

ˆ SL2pZq-

action on X` repeatedly in this thesis, we also mention a third classifying action,
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which is obtained by taking the quotient of X` by the free action of C
ˆ. Let

H “ t⌧ P C | Imp⌧q ° 0u denote the upper half plane and identify C
ˆ

zX`
– H via

rpt1, t2qs fiÑ t1{t2. The action of SL2pZq descends to an action on H given by
¨

˝ a b

c d

˛

‚¨ ⌧ “
a⌧ ` b

c⌧ ` d
.

Elliptic curves over C are also classified by this action.

Remark 2.1.5. Let C
ˆ denote the multiplicative group of complex numbers. The

image of X` under the map pt1, t2q fiÑ e2⇡i⌧ , where ⌧ “ t1{t2, is the punctured open

unit disk

D
ˆ
:“ tz P C

ˆ
| |z| † 1u.

For q P D
ˆ, consider the complex analytic group Cq “ C

ˆ
{qZ obtained as the

quotient of the multiplicative group C
ˆ by the subgroup generated by q. Let exp

denote the complex exponential map z fiÑ e2⇡iz. We have a commutative diagram of

complex analytic groups

C C
ˆ

E⌧ :“ C{x⌧, 1y C
ˆ

{qZ “: Cq

exp

–

(2.1)

whenever q “ e2⇡i⌧ .

Remark 2.1.6. Let T be a compact abelian Lie group and write T̂ :“ HompT, Up1qq

for the character group of T . We have four covariant functors

tC :“ HompT̂ ,Cq TC :“ HompT̂ ,Cˆ
q

ET,t :“ HompT̂ , Etq CT,q :“ HompT̂ , Cqq

from the category of compact abelian Lie groups into the category of complex man-

ifolds. Note that an embedding H ãÑ T of compact abelian Lie groups induces an

embedding of complex manifolds. We similarly write

ET,⌧ :“ HompT̂ , E⌧ q.
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Applying HompT̂ ,´q to diagram (2.1) yields a commutative diagram

tC TC

ET,⌧ CT,q

exp
T

–
(2.2)

of natural transformations.

Remark 2.1.7. Let T be the circle group with fixed parametrisation. For example,

in Chapter 3, we will set T “ R{Z, and in Chapter 4 we will set T “ S1
Ä C

ˆ. We

write

Ť :“ HompT, T q

for the lattice of homomorphisms T Ñ T , which does not depend on the parametri-

sation on T. If T is a torus, then there is a canonical isomorphism Ť “ HompT̂ , Up1qq

given by the perfect pairing

T̂ ˆ Ť Ñ Z

pµ,mq fiÑ µ ˝ m “: µpmq.

We therefore have identifications

tC “ Ť b C, TC “ Ť b C
ˆ ET,t “ Ť b Et and CT,q “ Ť b Cq.

Remark 2.1.8. The complex exponential map

exp : C ›Ñ C
ˆ

defined by x fiÑ e2⇡ix induces the map

tC :“ Ť b C ›Ñ Ť b C
ˆ

by tensoring with Ť , and the map

t :“ Ť b R ›Ñ Ť b Up1q

by restriction. We will also refer to each of these maps as exp, relying on context to

avoid confusion. The kernel of exp is Ť b Z, which is canonically isomorphic to Ť .
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Notation 2.1.9. If T is a torus, we use the notation

um
:“ m b u P TC and mx :“ m b x P tC,

so that exppmxq is equal to

e2⇡imx
:“ pe2⇡ixq

m
P TC.

Similarly, if z “ e2⇡imx
P TC and µ P T̂ , then we write

zµ :“ e2⇡ixµpmq.

The group operations are written additively on the lattices T̂ and Ť , and multi-

plicatively on TC and CT,q. If T is a torus, if qŤ denotes the subgroup tqmu
mPŤ

then

CT,q “ qŤ zTC

so that  T,q is identified with the quotient map

TC ⇣ qŤ zTC.

Definition 2.1.10. A T -CW complex X is a union

§

nPN
Xn

of T -subspaces Xn such that

1. X0 is a disjoint union of orbits T {H, where H Ä T is a closed subgroup; and

2. Xn`1 is obtained from Xn by attaching T -cells T {HˆD
n`1 along T -equivariant

attaching maps T {H ˆ Sn
Ñ Xn, where T acts trivially on D

n`1.

A finite T -CW complex is a T -CW complex which is a union of finitely many T -cells.

A pointed T -CW complex is a T -CW complex along with a distinguished T -fixed

basepoint in the 0-skeleton of X. Given a T -CW complex X, we write X` for the

pointed T -CW complex which is the disjoint union of X and the basepoint ˚ “ T {T .

A map f : X Ñ Y of (pointed) T -CW complexes is a T -equivariant map such that

fpXn
q Ä Y n for all n (and preserving the basepoint).
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Example 2.1.11. Let T be a rank one torus and let � P T̂ be an irreducible charac-

ter of T . The representation sphere associated to � is the one-point compactification

S� of the one dimensional complex representation C� associated to �. This may be

equipped with the structure of a finite T -CW complex where

X0
“ T {T ˆ t8u > T {T ˆ t0u,

and X1
“ T ˆ D

1, with T -equivariant attaching map T ˆ S0
Ñ X0 given by

sending one end of D1 to t0u and the other end to t8u. An element z P T acts by

multiplication by �pzq on the left factor of X1 and trivially on the right factor.

2.2 Borel-equivariant ordinary cohomology

In this section, we define Borel-equivariant ordinary cohomology and we state some

of its properties. We endeavour to prove those properties which will be the most

important for us, especially where the details of the proofs are needed in later

chapters. We also introduce the notion of an equivariant cohomology theory taking

values in holomorphic sheaves.

Definition 2.2.1. Let ET be a contractible space with T acting freely on the right.

The Borel construction of X is the quotient space ET ˆT X obtained by identifying

pe ¨ g, xq with pe, gxq for all g P T , e P ET , and x P X. The Borel construction of X

is a fiber bundle over BT with fiber X (see [4]).

Definition 2.2.2. Let X be a finite T -CW complex. We write

H˚
T

pXq :“ H˚
pET ˆT X;Cq,

for the Borel-equivariant cohomology of X with coefficients in C, which is a Z-graded

commutative ring with multiplication given by the cup product. Sometimes, we will

drop the asterisk from the notation and just write HT pXq, and we write

HT :“ H˚
T

pptq “ H˚
pBT q.
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for the Borel equivariant cohomology of a point. Since the unique map from X to

a point induces a map HT Ñ H˚
T

pXq of graded rings, H˚
T

pXq is naturally equipped

with the structure of a Z-graded HT -algebra. Our reference for Borel-equivariant

ordinary cohomology is [4].

Remark 2.2.3. There is a canonical isomorphism of graded rings

Spt˚
C

q – H˚
pBT ;Cq

which enables us to identify an element in HT with a polynomial function on tC. The

map is produced as follows. Note that since T is a torus, there is an identification

T̂ b C – HompŤ ,Zq b C – t˚
C
.

Let C� be the representation corresponding to an irreducible character � P T̂ . The

map

� fiÑ c1pET ˆT C�q

induces an isomorphism T̂ – H2
pBT ;Zq, where c1 denotes the first Chern class.

Tensoring this map with C and extending by the symmetric product yields the

isomorphism Spt˚
C

q – H˚
pBT ;Cq. See Proposition 2.6 in [34] for details.

2.2.1 Change of groups

Proposition 2.2.4. There is an isomorphism of graded rings

HT pT {Hq – HH .

Proof. Since H acts freely on ET , the space ET is a model for EH. Therefore,

ET ˆT T {H – ET {H

is a model for BH.

Remark 2.2.5. The following two results are given as Proposition 2.3.4 in Chen’s

thesis [9]. Let

1 Ñ H Ñ T
f

›Ñ K Ñ 1
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be a short exact sequence of compact abelian groups, where T is a torus. Let X be

a finite T -CW complex such that H acts trivially, and consider the diagram

ET ˆT X BT

EK ˆK X BK.

h

j

p (2.3)

where the left vertical map is induced by f .

Lemma 2.2.6 (Prop. 2.3.4., [9]). Diagram (2.3) is a pullback diagram.

Proposition 2.2.7 (Prop. 2.3.4., [9]). Let X be a finite T -CW complex such that

H Ä T acts trivially. There is an isomorphism of graded HT -algebras

H˚
K

pXq bHK
HT – H˚

T
pXq

natural in X, and induced by h˚
Y j˚

.

Proof. The diagram (2.3) is a pullback diagram by Lemma 2.2.6. We also have

⇡1pBKq “ ⇡0pKq “ 0, because K is connected, since T is a torus. We also know

that p is a fibration, since a short exact sequence

1 Ñ H Ñ T
f

›Ñ K Ñ 1

of compact abelian groups induces a fibration sequence BH Ñ BT
p

›Ñ BK. There-

fore, we may apply the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence, which is a second quad-

rant spectral sequence converging to HpET ˆT Xq. The E2-term is given by

Ep,q

2 “ Tor
p,q

H˚pBKqpH
˚
pEK ˆK Xq, H˚

pBT qq

“ a subquotient of H˚
pEK ˆK Xq bH˚pBKq P p

where P is a projective resolution of H˚
pBT q in the category of differential-graded

H˚
pBKq-modules. Furthermore, by definition of the differential-graded version of

Tor, we have that

à

i

Tor
0,i
H˚pBKq “ H˚

pEK ˆK Xq bH˚pBKq H
˚
pBT q.

Thus, if we can show that H˚
pBT q is a free H˚

pBKq-module, it will follow that

Ep,q

2 is trivial whenever p ‰ 0, since in that case P will be concentrated in degree
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0. Hence, all differentials on Er for r • 2 will be trivial, and the Eilenberg-Moore

spectral sequence will collapse at E2, yielding the result. It follows from the con-

struction of the spectral sequence that the isomorphism thus produced is induced

by h˚
Y j˚, and is therefore natural in X.

We will show that H˚
pBT q is a free H˚

pBKq-module using the Serre spectral se-

quence for the fibration

BH Ñ BT
p

›Ñ BK.

Since we are working with complex coefficients, the universal coefficient theorem

implies that the E2-term is

Ep,q

2 “ Hp
pBKq bC Hq

pBHq,

and it converges to H˚
pBT q. Since K and H are compact Lie groups, H˚

pBKq

and H˚
pBHq are concentrated in even degrees, all of the differentials of the Serre

spectral sequence are trivial and it collapses at E2. Hence,

Hp`q
pBT q – Hp

pBKq bC Hq
pBHq,

as H˚
pBKq-modules, which means that H˚

pBT q is a free H˚
pBKq-module.

Remark 2.2.8. Let T ⇣ K ⇣ G be a composition of surjective maps of compact

abelian groups, where T is a torus. If X is a finite G-CW complex, then there is a

commutative diagram
ET ˆT X BT

EK ˆK X BK

EG ˆG X BG

h

j

p

g

f

(2.4)

where both squares are pullback diagrams. By Proposition 2.2.7, we have an induced

diagram of isomorphisms of graded HT -algebras

HGpXq bHG
HK bHK

HT HKpXq bHK
HT

HGpXq bHG
HT HT pXq

f
˚Yg

˚bid

h
˚Yj

˚

pf˝hq˚Yj
˚

(2.5)

where the left vertical map is the canonical map induced by p˚
: HK Ñ HT .
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Lemma 2.2.9. The diagram (2.5) commutes.

Proof. It suffices to show that diagram (2.5) commutes for an element of the form

a b b b c. We have

a b b b c pf˚a Y g˚bq b c

a b pp˚b Y cq pf ˝ hq
˚a Y j˚

pp˚b Y cq “ h˚
pf˚a Y g˚bq Y j˚c,

where equality holds since

pf ˝ hq
˚a Y j˚

pp˚b Y cq “ pf ˝ hq
˚a Y pp ˝ jq

˚b Y j˚c

“ pf ˝ hq
˚a Y pg ˝ hq

˚b Y j˚c

“ h˚f˚a Y h˚g˚b Y j˚c

“ h˚
pf˚a Y g˚bq Y j˚c.

Remark 2.2.10. It will be sometimes convenient for us to restrict our attention to

finite T -CW complexes X which satisfy the following equivalent conditions:

• the natural map HT pXq – HpXqbCHT induced by the inclusion X ãÑ ET ˆT

X is an isomorphism of HT -modules;

• the Serre spectral sequence of the fibration X ãÑ ET ˆT X ⇣ BT collapses

on the E2 page.

The second condition indicates how this property might be checked. Note that,

while we may have that HT pXq – HpXq bC HT as HT -modules, information about

the T -action on X is still carried by the HT -algebra structure on HT pXq.

Definition 2.2.11. A T -space X is said to be equivariantly formal if the Serre

spectral sequence of the fibration X ãÑ ET ˆT X ⇣ BT collapes on the E2 page.

Example 2.2.12. There are many examples of interesting T -spaces which are equiv-

ariantly formal:
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• Any T -CW complex X with cohomology concentrated in even degrees is equiv-

ariantly formal, because then the differentials in the Serre spectral sequence

of the assocaited Borel construction are all trivial. This includes the represen-

tation sphere S� of Example 2.1.11;

• Any symplectic manifold with a Hamiltonian T -action;

• Any subvariety of a complex projective space with linear T -action.

2.2.2 Localisation

Proposition 2.2.13. Let T be a torus and let U be an open set in the complex Lie

algebra tC “ Ť b C. The inclusion of rings

HT ãÑ OtCpUq

given by regarding a polynomial in HT as a holomorphic function on U is faithfully

flat.

Proof. See the proof of Proposition 2.8 in [34].

Definition 2.2.14. Let T be a torus and let X be a finite T -CW complex. We

have reserved the notation H˚
T

pXq for the holomorphic sheaf associated to H˚
T

pXq,

whose value on an analytic open set U Ä tC is

H˚
T

pXqU :“ H˚
T

pXq bHT
OtCpUq

with restriction maps induced by those of OtC . It follows from Proposition 2.2.13

that this is a sheaf, rather than just a presheaf (for the proof see Proposition 2.10

in [34]). We write H˚
T

pXqV for the restriction of H˚
T

pXq along the inclusion of any

subset V Ä tC.

Remark 2.2.15. We have a decomposition of OtC-modules

H˚
T

pXq “ Heven

T
pXq ‘ Hodd

T
pXq
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corresponding to even and odd cohomology

Heven

T
pXq :“

à

nPZ
H2n

T
pXq and Hodd

T
pXq :“

à

nPZ
H2n`1

T
pXq,

since OtC is concentrated in even degrees. Therefore, H˚
T

pXq is equipped with the

structure of a Z{2Z-graded OtC-algebra.

Proposition 2.2.16. Let

p : T ›Ñ T {H

be a surjective map of compact abelian groups, with kernel H. The natural map

p˚ H˚
T {HpXq ›Ñ H˚

T
pXq

is an isomorphism of OtC-algebras.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.2.7 by extending to holomorphic

sheaves.

Definition 2.2.17. Let x P tC. Recall that the inclusion of a closed subgroup

H Ä T induces an inclusion of complex Lie algebras

LiepHqC :“ HompĤ,Cq ãÑ HompT̂ ,Cq “: tC.

Define the intersection

T pxq “

£

xPLiepHqC
H

of closed subgroups H Ä T . For a finite T -CW complex X, denote by Xx the

subspace of points fixed by T pxq.

The following theorem is called the Localisation Theorem for Borel-equivariant co-

homology.

Theorem 2.2.18. Let x P tC and X be a finite T -CW complex. The restriction

map

H˚
T

pXqx ›Ñ H˚
T

pXx
qx

is an isomorphism of OtC,x-algebras.
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Proof. We show this by induction. For the base case, consider the 0-skeleton X0 of

X, which is a coproduct

X0
“

∫

↵

T {H↵

indexed over finitely many ↵. Then

H˚
T

pX0
q “

π

↵

H˚
T

pT {H↵q –

π

↵

HH↵
,

where the last isomorphism follows from Proposition 2.2.4. The stalk of HT pX0
q at

x P tC is therefore

H˚
T

pX0
qx “

π

↵

HH↵
bHT

OtC,x

where the tensor products are defined via the respective restriction maps HT Ñ HH↵
.

If x R LiepH↵qC, then there exists an element p P HT which is nonzero at x and whose

image in HH↵
is zero. It follows that

HH↵
bHT

OtC,x “ 0

whenever x R LiepH↵qC.

Note that pX0
q
x is the disjoint union of all orbits T {H↵ in X0 such that x P LiepH↵qC.

The restriction map

H˚
T

pX0
qx ›Ñ H˚

T
ppX0

q
x
qx

is therefore an isomorphism, which proves the base case.

Let

Y n
“

∫

↵

T {H↵ ˆ D
n

↵

for n ° 0. Since this is T -homotopy equivalent to
∫

↵

T {H↵ ˆ D
0
↵
,

the same argument shows that

H˚
T

pY n
qx ›Ñ H˚

T
ppY n

q
x
qx

is an isomorphism. A standard Mayer-Vietoris argument then yields the induction

step. Therefore, the isomorphism of the theorem holds for any finite T -CW complex

X.
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2.3 Equivariant K-theory

In this section we define T -equivariant K-theory and set out the properties which

will be important for us in the sequel.

Definition 2.3.1. Let T be a compact abelian group and X be a finite T -CW

complex. The set of isomorphism classes of T -vector bundles on X forms a commu-

tative monoid under direct sum, and the T -equivariant K-theory KT pXq “ K0
T

pXq

of X is defined as the associated Grothendieck group. This means that an element

of KT pXq is a formal difference rV s ´ rW s of isomorphism classes of T -equivariant

vector bundles on X, also called a virtual T -bundle. The abelian group KT pXq has

a ring structure which is induced by the tensor product of underlying vector bun-

dles. Equivariant K-theory defines a contravariant functor on the category of finite

T -CW complexes by assigning to a morphism f : X Ñ Y the ring homomorphism

KT pY q Ñ KT pXq given by pullback along f , and satisfies the axioms for a gen-

eralised cohomology theory. Our references for equivariant K-theory are [35] and

Chapter XIV of [28].

Remark 2.3.2. It is immediate from the definition that the equivariant K-theory

KT :“ KT pptq of a point is identical to the representation ring RpT q of T . The

canonical map KT Ñ KT pXq makes KT pXq an algebra over KT .

Definition 2.3.3. For a pointed T -CW complex X with basepoint ˚, the reduced

equivariant K-theory K̃T pXq of X is defined to be the kernel of the map KT pXq Ñ

KT pptq induced by the inclusion of the basepoint. Thus, K̃T pXq is an ideal of the

ring KT pXq, and is therefore a module over KT . For an (unpointed) T -CW complex

X, one verifies that

K0
T

pXq “ K̃T pX`q,

since we clearly have KT pX`q “ KT pXq ‘ KT pptq. We can extend equivariant

K-theory to a Z{2Z-graded theory as follows. Define the KT -module

K´n

T
pXq :“ K̃T pSn

^ X`q
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for all positive integers n. We write K0
T

pXq “ KT pXq and K̃0
T

pXq “ K̃T pXq.

We also write K̃n

T
pXq for the kernel of the map Kn

T
pXq Ñ Kn

T
pptq induced by the

inclusion of the basepoint.

Remark 2.3.4. In the course of this paper, we will be applying the conventions

and notation of Definition 2.3.3 to other cohomology theories also.

Remark 2.3.5. We briefly mention the important equivariant Bott periodicity the-

orem (see Theorem 3.2 in Chapter XIV of [28]) in order to define the Z{2Z-graded

theory. The theorem states, among other things, that there is an isomorphism

K0
T

pXq – K´2
T

pXq.

Therefore, we can extend equivariant K-theory to a Z-graded, 2-periodic functor by

setting

Kn

T
pXq :“ Kn´2

T
pXq

for all positive integers n. Thus, K˚
T

pXq is a Z{2Z-graded KT -module isomorphic

to K0
T

pXq ‘ K1
T

pXq.

Remark 2.3.6. There is a multiplicative product on K˚
T

pXq which makes it a Z{2Z-

graded algebra over the (ungraded) ring KT . The product is defined as follows. Let

V be a T -vector bundle on Si
^ X` and W a T -vector bundle on Sj

^ X`, each

of which restricts to the zero-dimensional bundle on its basepoint. Let p1 and p2

denote the projection of

pSi
^ X`q ^ pSj

^ X`q

to the first and second factors, respectively. Then the tensor product E “ p˚
1V bp˚

2W

is a T -vector bundle on Si`j
^ X` ^ X`. The pullback of E along the map

Si`j
^ X`

id^�
›››Ñ Si`j

^ X` ^ X`,

where � is the diagonal map, restricts to zero on the basepoint, since V and W do.

The product of V and W is defined to be the corresponding element of K´i´j

T
pXq.

The multiplicative structure is therefore the composite map

K̃T pS1
^ X`q b K̃T pSj

^ X`q
p

˚
1 bp

˚
2

››››Ñ K̃T pSi`j
^ X` ^ X`q

pid^�q˚
›››››Ñ K̃T pSi`j

^ X`q.

(2.6)
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Remark 2.3.7. Let X fiÑ J˚
T

pXq be a contravariant functor from finite T -CW

complexes into Z{2Z-graded rings. Suppose that

J1
T

pXq “ kerpJ0
T

pS1
^ X`q Ñ J0

T
pptqq,

and the multiplicative structure on J˚
T

pXq is defined as in (2.6), using the product

on the degree zero ring J0
T

pXq. Then, a natural isomorphism K0
T

pXq – J0
T

pXq of

rings induces a natural isomorphism K˚
T

pXq – J˚
T

pXq of Z{2Z-graded algebras over

KT pptq – JT pptq. Indeed, the isomorphism in degree one is induced by naturality

of the isomorphism in degree zero, since

K1
T

pXq :“ K̃0
T

pS1
^ X`q

:“ kerpK0
T

pS1
^ X`q Ñ K0

T
pptqq

– kerpJ0
T

pS1
^ X`q Ñ J0

T
pptqq

“: J̃0
T

pS1
^ X`q

“ J1
T

pXq.

Since the multiplicative structures of K˚
T

pXq and J˚
T

pXq both defined as in (2.6), and

the reduced functors are naturally isomorphic as rings, the isomorphism preserves

the graded algebra structure.

2.3.1 Change of groups

Remark 2.3.8. For any compact T -space X, a group homomorphism f : H Ñ T

induces a change of groups map

f˚
: K˚

T
pXq Ñ K˚

H
pXq,

given by pulling back the T -action along f , and which is natural in X.

Proposition 2.3.9. Let f : H ãÑ T be a closed subgroup and let X be a finite

H-CW complex. Let i : X ãÑ T ˆH X be the H-equivariant inclusion map. There

is a natural isomorphism of Z{2Z-graded rings given by the composite

K˚
T

pT ˆH Xq
f

˚
›Ñ K˚

H
pT ˆH Xq

i
˚

›Ñ K˚
H

pXq.
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Proof. We clearly have an isomorphism in degree zero, with inverse given by V fiÑ

T ˆH V . The isomorphism is natural in X, since a map X Ñ Y of finite H-CW

complexes induces a map T ˆH X Ñ T ˆH Y . By Lemma 2.3.7, the isomorphism

extends to an isomorphism of Z{2Z-graded rings since

S1
^ pT ˆH X`q “ T ˆH pS1

^ X`q,

since S1 has trivial group action.

Notation 2.3.10. For a finite T -CW complex X, we denote by C� Ñ X the pull-

back along X Ñ pt of the representation corresponding to � P T̂ , which we also

denote C� by abuse of notation. The dual line bundle C
_
�

is canonically isomorphic

to C´�.

Remark 2.3.11. Let X be a compact T {H-space and let E be a T -equivariant

vector bundle over X. It is shown in the proof of Proposition 2.2 in [35] that E has

a fiberwise decomposition

E –

à

µPĤ
Eµ

where H acts on the fibers of Eµ via the character µ.

Remark 2.3.12. Notice that the inclusion H Ä T of a closed subgroup induces a

surjective map of character groups

T̂ ›Ñ Ĥ,

and therefore it is possible to extend any character of H to a character of T .

Proposition 2.3.13. Let H Ä T be a closed subgroup, and let X be a compact

T -space such that H acts trivially on X “ XH
. For µ P Ĥ, choose an extension µ̄

of µ to T . Then

KT pXq ›Ñ KT {HpXq bKT {H KT

rEµs fi›Ñ rEµ b C´µ̄s b rCµ̄s

is a well defined isomorphism of KT -algebras, natural in X.

Proof. The map is well defined since, for a different choice of extension µ̄1
P T̂ , the

difference rCµ̄´µ̄1s lies in KT {H , and cancels out. The map preserves the KT -algebra
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structure since

rEµ b C�s fiÑ rEµ b C� b C´µ̄´�s b rCµ̄`�s “ rEµ b C´µ̄s b rCµ̄`�s.

Finally, it has an obvious inverse map given by pulling back the T {H-action on

vector bundles to a T -action, and tensoring with an element of KT . Naturality is

clear.

2.3.2 Localisation

Proposition 2.3.14 (Prop. 2.22, [34]). By regarding an element f of KT as a

character of T , we may view f as a holomorphic function on the complexification

TC “ HompT̂ ,Cˆ
q of T . The associated ring homomorphism

KT ›Ñ OTCpUq

is faithfully flat for any open U Ä TC.

Definition 2.3.15. Let T be a torus and let X be a finite T -CW complex. Denote

by K˚
T

pXq the holomorphic sheaf whose value on an analytic open set U Ä TC is

K˚
T

pXqU :“ K˚
T

pXq bKT
OTCpUq

with restriction maps induced by those of OTC . It follows from Proposition 2.3.14

that this is a sheaf (as in the proof of Prop. 2.10 in [34]. We write K˚
T

pXqV for the

restriction of the sheaf to any subset V Ä TC.

Proposition 2.3.16. Let

p : T ›Ñ T {H

be a surjective map of compact abelian groups, with kernel H. The natural map

p˚
C
KT {HpXq ›Ñ KT pXq

is an isomorphism of OTC-algebras.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.3.13 by extending to holomorphic

sheaves.
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Definition 2.3.17. Let u P TC. Recall that the inclusion of a closed subgroup

H Ä T induces an inclusion of complex Lie groups

HC :“ HompĤ,Cˆ
q ãÑ HompT̂ ,Cˆ

q “: TC.

Define the intersection

T puq “

£

uPHC

H

of closed subgroups H Ä T . For a finite T -CW complex X, denote by Xu the

subspace of points fixed by T puq.

The following theorem is called the Localisation Theorem for equivariant K-theory.

Theorem 2.3.18. Let u P TC. The restriction map

K˚
T

pXqu ›Ñ K˚
T

pXu
qu

is an isomorphism of OTC,u-algebras.

Proof. The proof is exactly analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.2.18, using the ad-

ditivity axiom, the change of groups isomorphism K˚
T

pT {Hq – KH , and the Mayer-

Vietoris sequence.

2.4 The equivariant Chern character

Let X be finite T -CW complex. The Chern character is a map of cohomology

theories which is induced by the exponential map. Namely, it is a homomorphism

of rings

ch : KpXq Ñ

π

2nPZ
H2n

pX;Qq,

which is natural in X and which commutes with coboundary maps. It is a classical

result that ch is an isomorphism after tensoring with Q. In [34], Rosu defined

an equivariant version of the Chern character, and it is the goal of this section to

describe this map.
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Definition 2.4.1. By the splitting principle, it suffices to define the Chern character

on a line bundle L P KpXq. Thus

chpLq :“ ec1pLq
“ 1 ` c1pLq ` c1pLq

2
{2! ` ... P

π

nPZ
H2n

pX;Qq.

Remark 2.4.2. The first step in formulating Rosu’s result is to notice that, by

applying the Chern character isomorphism to the k-skeleton ET pkq
ˆT X of the

Borel construction of X, we obtain an isomorphism

lim
–›
k

KpET pkq
ˆT Xq – lim

–›
k

π

2nPZ
H2n

pET pkq
ˆT Xq –

π

nPZ
H2n

pET ˆT Xq, (2.7)

where we are again using complex coefficients.

Notation 2.4.3. Let HT pXq
^
0 denote the completion of the HT -module HT pXq at

0 P tC, and let KT pXq
^
1 denote the completion of the KT -module KT pXq at 1 P TC.

Theorem 2.4.4 (Completion theorem 1). If X is a finite T -CW complex, then there

is a natural isomorphism

Heven

T
pXq

^
0 –

π

nPZ
H2n

pET ˆT Xq.

Proof. If X is a finite T -CW complex, then HT pXq is finitely generated over HT .

The result now follows from Theorem 55 in [27] since HT is Noetherian.

Theorem 2.4.5 (Completion theorem 2). If X is a finite T -CW complex, then there

is a natural isomorphism

KT pXq
^
1 – lim

–›
k

KpET pkq
ˆT Xq.

Proof. This is the Atiyah-Segal completion theorem, see [6].

Remark 2.4.6. Via the completion theorems, we can interpret (2.7) as an isomor-

phism

KT pXq
^
1

–
›Ñ Heven

T
pXq

^
0 . (2.8)

To relate this to holomorphic sheaves, we need X to be equivariantly formal, which

means that HT pXq – HpXq bC HT as HT -modules. Thus,

Heven

T
pXq

^
0 – Heven

pXq bC HT pptq
^
0
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are free as HT pptq
^
0 -modules, and so we have inclusions

Heven

T
pXq0 Heven

pXq bC OtC,0

Heven

T
pXq

^
0 Heven

pXq bC H^
T,0.

–

–

The following formulation of the equivariant Chern character is based on Ganter’s

formulation in [13] (see Theorem 3.2). The isomorphism is first determined in degree

zero in the manner outlined above, then extended formally to degree one by Lemma

2.3.7.

Theorem 2.4.7 (Theorem 3.6, [34]). Let X be an equivariantly formal, finite T -CW

complex, and let U be a neighbourhood of zero in tC such that exp |U is a bijection.

There is an isomorphism

chT : K˚
T

pXqexppUq Ñ pexp |Uq˚pH˚
T

pXqUq

of sheaves of Z{2Z-graded OexppV q-algebras, natural in X, determined by the com-

mutative diagram

KT pXq1 Heven

T
pXq0

KT pXq
^
1 Heven

T
pXq

^
0

chT,1

ch

2.5 Grojnowski’s equivariant elliptic cohomology

There are already many thorough accounts (e.g. [33], [2], [9], [16]) of Grojnowski’s

equivariant elliptic cohomology in the literature. We give an account here because

the reader should understand the construction first, before reading any further,

in order to appreciate our main results. In this section, we fix an elliptic curve

Et “ C{⇤t corresponding to t P X` and we recall the complex analytic map ⇣T,t :

tC Ñ ET,t induced by the quotient map C ⇣ C{⇤t.

Definition 2.5.1. Let a P ET,t. Define the intersection

T paq “

£

aPEH,t

H
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of closed subgroups H Ä T . For a T -CW complex X, denote by Xa the subspace

of points fixed by T paq.

Remark 2.5.2. If S is a finite set of closed subgroups of T , we can define an

ordering on the points of ET,t by saying that a §S b if b P EH,t implies a P EH,t, for

any H P S. If S is understood, then we just write § for §S .

Notation 2.5.3. If X is a finite T -CW complex, let SpXq be the finite set of

isotropy subgroups of X. If f : X Ñ Y is a map of finite T -CW complexes, let Spfq

be the finite set of isotropy subgroups which occur in either X or Y . An open set U

in ET,t is small if ⇣´1
T,t

pUq is a disjoint union of connected components V such that

V – U via ⇣T,t.

Definition 2.5.4. Let S be a finite set of closed subgroups of T . An open cover

U “ tUau of ET,t indexed by the points of ET,t is said to be adapted to S if it has

the following properties:

1. a P Ua, and Ua is small.

2. If Ua X Ub ‰ H, then either a §S b or b §S a.

3. If a §S b, and for some H P S, we have a P EH,t but b R EH,t, then Ub XEH,t “

H.

4. Let a and b lie in EH,t for some H P S. If Ua X Ub ‰ H, then a and b belong

to the same connected component of EH,t.

Lemma 2.5.5 (Theorem 2.2.8, [9]). For any finite set S of subgroups of T , there

exists an open cover U of ET,t adapted to S. Any refinement of U is also adapted to

S.

Notation 2.5.6. For a P ET,t let

ta : ET,t ›Ñ ET,t

denote translation by a.
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Remark 2.5.7. Let X be a finite T -CW complex and let U be a cover of ET,t

which is adapted to SpXq. Let x P ⇣´1
T,t

paq, and let Vx be the component of ⇣´1
T,t

pUaq

containing x. Let V Ä Vx and U Ä Ua be open subsets such that V – U via ⇣T,t.

Since Ua P U is small by the first property of an adapted cover, the map ⇣T,t induces

an isomorphism of complex analytic spaces V ´ x – U ´ a. We may therefore

consider the composite ring map

HT ãÑ OtCpV ´ xq – OET,t
pU ´ aq. (2.9)

Definition 2.5.8. Let X be a finite T -CW complex. For each Ua P UpXq, define a

sheaf G˚
T,t

pXqUa
of Z{2Z-graded OUa

-algebras which takes the value

H˚
T

pXa
q bHT

OET,t
pU ´ aq,

on U Ä Ua open, with restriction maps given by restriction of holomorphic functions.

The tensor product is defined over (2.9), and the OUa
-algebra structure is given by

multiplication by t˚
a
f for f P OUa

pUq. The grading is induced by the odd and even

grading on the cohomology ring (see Remark 2.2.15).

Remark 2.5.9. For a finite T -CW complex X, we have defined a sheaf on each

patch Ua of a cover U adapted to SpXq. The next task is to glue the local sheaves

together on nonempty intersections Ua X Ub in a compatible way. To do this, we

need to define gluing maps

�b,a : GT,tpXqUa
|UaXUb

– GT,tpXqUb
|UaXUb

for each such intersection, such that the cocycle condition �c,b˝�b,a “ �c,a is satisfied.

Note that we have either Xb
Ä Xa or Xa

Ä Xb whenever Ua X Ub ‰ H, by the

second property of an adapted cover.

Theorem 2.5.10. Let X be a finite T -CW complex, and let U be a cover adapted

to SpXq. Let a § b be points in ET,t and assume U Ä Ua X Ub is an open subset.

By the second property of an adapted cover, we may assume that Xb
Ä Xa

, with

inclusion map ib,a. The map

i˚
b,a

b id : HT pXa
q bHT

OET,t
pU ´ aq Ñ HT pXb

q bHT
OET,t

pU ´ aq
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induced by restriction along ib,a is an isomorphism of OET,t
pUq-modules.

Proof. This is Theorem 2.3.3 in [9].

Remark 2.5.11. Let H “ xT paq, T pbqy and let U Ä Ua X Ub be an open subset.

There is a natural isomorphism of Z{2Z-graded OpUq-algebras given on U Ä Ua by

the composite

HT pXa
q bHT

OET,t
pU ´ aq

i
˚
b,a

bid
››››Ñ HT pXb

q bHT
OET,t

pU ´ aq

›Ñ HT {HpXb
q bHT {H OET,t

pU ´ aq

idbt
˚
b´a

››››Ñ HT {HpXb
q bHT {H OET,t

pU ´ bq

›Ñ HT pXb
q bHT

OET,t
pU ´ bq,

(2.10)

where the second and final maps are the isomorphism of Proposition 2.2.7. Denote

the composite by �b,a.

Remark 2.5.12. In the torus-equivariant version of Grojnowski’s construction de-

fined in [9], the gluing maps are defined using the map

HT {T pbqpX
b
q bHT {T pbq OpU ´ aq

1bt
˚
b´a

››››Ñ HT {T pbqpX
b
q bHT {T pbq OpU ´ bq. (2.11)

However, t˚
b´a

does not always preserve the HT {T pbq-algebra structure, because b ´ a

is not always contained in ET pbq,t. To see this, take X equal to a point, so that

SpXq “ tT u, and set a “ rt1{2s and b “ r0s. Thus, T paq “ Z{2Z and T pbq “ 1, and

in this case, b ´ a is equal to r´t1{2s which is obviously not in ET pbq,t “ 0.

This is easily fixed by setting H equal to xT paq, T pbqy and using the change of

groups map associated to T Ñ T {H. By definition of T paq and T pbq, we have

that b ´ a P EH,t, and it follows that t˚
b´a

: OpU ´ aq Ñ OpU ´ bq is a map of

HT {H-algebras. Thus, we replace (2.11) with the map

HT {HpXb
q bHT {H OpU ´ aq

1bt
˚
b´a

››››Ñ HT {HpXb
q bHT {H OpU ´ bq

in our account of Grojnowski’s construction. Note that Xb is fixed by H.

Proposition 2.5.13. The collection of maps t�b,au satisfies the cocyle condition.
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Definition 2.5.14. We denote by G˚
T,t

pXq the sheaf of Z{2Z-graded OET,t
-algebras

which is obtained by gluing together the sheaves G˚
T,t

pXqUa
via the maps �b,a.

Remark 2.5.15. Up to isomorphism, the sheaf G˚
T,t

pXq does not depend on the

choice of U since any refinement of U is also adapted to SpXq. More explicitly,

given two covers U and U 1 adapted to SpXq, one may take the common refinement

U2 and consider the theory defined using U2. The resulting theory is then naturally

isomorphic to those theories corresponding to U and U 1, since the maps induced by

the refinement are isomorphisms on stalks.

The following is Theorem 2.3.8 in [9]. We reproduce the proof here as it is important

for our main results.

Proposition 2.5.16. The functor X fiÑ G˚
T,t

pXq is a T -equivariant cohomology

theory defined on finite T -CW complexes with values in coherent sheaves of Z{2-

graded OET,t
-algebras.

Proof. That G˚
T,t

pXq is a coherent sheaf simply follows from the fact that X is a

finite T -CW complex, and that G˚
T,t

pXq may be computed locally using ordinary

cellular cohomology. We show that the construction of GT,tpXq is functorial in X.

Let f : X Ñ Y be a map of finite T -CW complexes and let U be a cover of ET,t

which is adapted to Spfq. For a P ET,t, the map f induces a map fa : Xa
Ñ Y a by

restriction. This induces a map

f˚
a

b id : HT pY a
q bHT

OpU ´ aq Ñ HT pXa
q bHT

OpU ´ aq

for each U Ä Ua, which clearly commutes with the restriction maps of the sheaf.

It is evident that the collection of such maps for all a P ET,t glue well, and that

identity maps and composition of maps are preserved, by the functoriality of Borel-

equivariant cohomology and naturality of the isomorphism of Proposition 2.2.7.

Define the reduced theory on pointed finite T -CW complexes by setting

G̃˚
T,t

pX,Aq :“ kerpi˚
: G˚

T,t
pX{A, ˚q Ñ G˚

T,t
pptqq
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where i : pt ãÑ X is the inclusion of the basepoint. By naturality of G˚
T
, a map f :

X Ñ Y of pointed complexes gives rise to a unique map f˚
: G̃˚

T,t
pX,Aq Ñ G̃˚

T,t
pY,Bq

on the corresponding kernels. This is functorial for the reasons already set out for

single complexes.

Define a suspension isomorphism G̃˚`1
T,t

pS1
^ Xq Ñ G̃˚

T,t
pXq by gluing the maps

�a b id : H̃˚`1
T

pS1
^ Xa

q bH
˚
T

OpU ´ aq Ñ H̃˚
T

pXa
q bH

˚
T

OpU ´ aq,

where �a is the suspension isomorphism of Borel-equivariant cohomology. The maps

�a b id glue well since �a is natural.

Finally, the properties of exactness and additivity may be checked on stalks

G̃T,tpXqa “ H̃T pXa
q bHT

OET,t,0.

This is clear, since Borel-equivariant cohomology satisfies these properties, and ten-

soring with OET,t,0 – OtC,0 is exact.



Chapter 3

Elliptic cohomology and double loops

In Section 5 of [31], Rezk proposed a construction ET pXq of an equivariant elliptic

cohomology theory modeled on the equivariant ordinary cohomology of the double

free loop space L2X. It was noted in that paper that a holomorphic version of ET pXq

should serve as a model for Grojnowski’s equivariant elliptic cohomology. However,

tensoring ET pXq with holomorphic functions does not behave well, because ET pXq

is often non-Noetherian, even when X is a T -orbit.

In this chapter, we construct a holomorphic, equivariant sheaf E``T pXq from the

double loop space of X by applying an idea of Kitchloo ([20]) to Rezk’s construc-

tion. Namely, we replace the equivariant ordinary cohomology of L2X with the

inverse limit over finite subcomplexes of L2X, tensoring with holomorphic functions

before applying the limit. If X is a finite T -CW complex, then tensoring in this

fashion behaves well, because the cohomology ring of a finite CW-complex is finitely

generated. In addition, this construction enables us to apply the localisation theo-

rem of equivariant cohomology, which was proved inductively on finite subskeleta in

Theorem 2.2.18. In fact, we will establish a certain strengthening of the localisation

theorem which allows us to show that E``T pXq is a coherent sheaf. Finally, we give

a local description of E``T pXq over a chosen elliptic curve Et, which turns out to be

exactly Grojnowski’s construction. It follows that E``T pXq is a cohomology theory

in X.

33
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Notation 3.0.1. We set some notation which will be used in this chapter only. We

write T for the additive circle R{Z, so that the canonical isomorphism Ť b T – T

provides us with additive coordinates for T . The Lie algebra of T is identified with

t :“ Ť b R,

and the Lie algebra map is identified with

⇡T : Ť b R ›Ñ Ť b T

induced by the quotient ⇡ : R ⇣ R{Z. The kernel of ⇡T is thus Ť b Z “ Ť .

3.1 The C
ˆ

ˆ SL2pZq-equivariant complex manifold

ET

Recall the C
ˆ

ˆ SL2pZq-equivariant space X` that was introduced in Remark 2.1.4,

and which classifies elliptic curves over C. In this section, we construct a C
ˆ

ˆ

SL2pZq-equivariant complex manifold ET as a fiber bundle over X`, such that the

fiber over t is equal to ET,t “ Ť b Et. The manifold ET will serve as the underlying

object of the C
ˆ

ˆ SL2pZq-equivariant sheaf E``T pXq later in the chapter. The idea

of the construction is due to Rezk (see Section 2.12 in [31], also Etingof and Frenkel’s

paper [12]).

Remark 3.1.1. Consider the semidirect product group

SL2pZq ˙ T
2

where SL2pZq acts on T
2

“ R
2
{Z

2 by left multiplication. The group operation is

given by

pA1, t1
qpA, tq “ pA1A,A´1t1

` tq,

so that the inverse of pA, tq is pA´1,´Atq. We may think of SL2pZq ˙ T
2 as the

group of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms

pA, tq : T2
›Ñ T

2

s fi›Ñ As ` t.
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Let L2T be the topological group of smooth maps T2
Ñ T , with group multiplication

defined pointwise. A diffeomorphism pA, sq acts on a loop � P L2T from the left by

pA, tq ¨ �psq “ �pA´1s ´ Atq.

Definition 3.1.2. Following [31], define the extended double loop group of T as the

semidirect product

G :“ pSL2pZq ˙ T
2
q ˙ L2T

with group operation

pA1, t1, �1
psqqpA, t, �psqq “ pA1A,A´1t1

` t, �1
pAs ` tq ` �psqq. (3.1)

One may think of an element pA, t, �q P G as the automorphism

T
2

ˆ T T
2

ˆ T

T
2

T
2

�

pA,tq

covering the diffeomorphism pA, tq of T2, where �pr, sq is equal to �prq ` s. It is

easily verified that the inverse of pA, t, �psqq is equal to pA´1,´At,´�pA´1s´Atqq.

Remark 3.1.3. For a finite T -CW complex X, the extended double loop group G

acts on the double loop space

L2X :“ MappT
2, Xq

by

pA, t, �psqq ¨ �1
psq “ �pA´1s ´ Atq ` �1

pA´1s ´ Atq. (3.2)

Definition 3.1.4 (Maximal torus and Weyl group). Consider the subgroup

T
2

ˆ T Ä T
2

˙ L2T

where the translations T
2 act trivially on the subgroup of constant loops T Ä L2T .

One sees that this is a maximal torus in G by noting that the intersection of SL2pZq

with G0 is trivial, and that a nonconstant loop in L2T does not commute with T
2.

Let NGpT
2

ˆ T q be the normaliser of T2
ˆ T in G. The Weyl group associated to

T
2

ˆ T Ä G is defined to be

WG “ WGpT
2

ˆ T q :“ NGpT
2

ˆ T q{pT
2

ˆ T q.
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Remark 3.1.5. In the following proposition, we will consider the subgroup

SL2pZq ˙ Ť 2
Ä G

where m P Ť 2 is identified with the loop �psq “ ms P L2T via

Ť 2
:“ HompT, T q

2
– HompT

2, T q Ä L2T.

The group operation, induced by that of G, is given by

pA1,m1
qpA,mq “ pA1A,m1A ` mq P SL2pZq ˙ Ť 2,

and the inverse of pA,mq is given by pA´1,´mA´1
q.

Proposition 3.1.6. The subgroup SL2pZq ˙ Ť 2
Ä G is contained in NGpT

2
ˆ T q,

and the composite map

SL2pZq ˙ Ť 2 ãÑ NGpT
2

ˆ T q ⇣ WGpT
2

ˆ T q

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let pA,mq P SL2pZq ˙ Ť 2. A straightforward calculation using (3.1) shows

that

pA, 0,mqp1, r, tqpA´1, 0,´mA´1
q “ p1, Ar, t ` mrq P T

2
ˆ T,

which proves the first assertion. For the second assertion, it suffices to define an

inverse to the composite map of the proposition. Let g be an arbitrary element in

NGpT
2

ˆT q and let rgs be its image in WG. By definition of WG, we may translate g

by elements of T2, and act on g by constant loops, without changing rgs. Therefore,

there exists � P L2T with �p0, 0q “ 1 such that

rgs “ rpA, 0, �qs P WG,

for some A P SL2pZq. We will now show that � P Ť 2, and finally that rgs fiÑ pA, �q is

a well defined inverse to the composite map. Using (3.1) again, for any pr, tq P T
2
ˆT ,

we have

pA, 0, �psqqpr, tqpA, 0,´�psqq “ p1, Ar, �pr ` A´1sq ` t ´ �pA´1sqq P T
2

ˆ T. (3.3)
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It follows that �pr ` A´1sq ´ �pA´1sq does not depend on s. Thus,

�pr ` A´1sq ´ �pA´1sq “ �prq

for all r, s P T
2, and setting s “ As1 shows that �prq ` �ps1

q “ �pr ` s1
q for all

r, s1
P T

2. Therefore, � is a group homomorphism, which means that it lies in Ť 2.

The map rgs fiÑ pA, �q is well defined, since g P T
2

ˆT allows us to choose A “ 1 and

� “ 1, and is evidently a group homomorphism which is inverse to the composite

map of the proposition. The completes the proof.

Remark 3.1.7 (Weyl action). It follows directly from equation (3.3) that the action

of SL2pZq ˙ Ť 2 on T
2

ˆ T is given by

pA,mq ¨ pr, tq “ pAr, t ` mrq.

The induced action of SL2pZq ˙ Ť 2
Ä G on the complex Lie algebra C

2
ˆ tC is given

by the same formula, in which case we write it as

pA,mq ¨ pt, xq “ pAt, x ` mtq.

Remark 3.1.8 (The space ET ). Since SL2pZq preserves the subspace X`
Ä C

2, the

action of SL2pZq ˙ Ť 2 on C
2

ˆ tC preserves X`
ˆ tC. Since the action of Ť 2 is free

and properly discontinuous, the quotient map

⇣T : X`
ˆ tC ⇣ Ť 2

zpX`
ˆ tCq “: ET

is a complex analytic map and the quotient space is a complex manfiold. The residual

action of SL2pZq descends to ET , since Ť 2 is a normal subgroup. The projection

p1 : X`
ˆ tC ⇣ X` induces a fiber bundle ET ⇣ X`, and one sees easily that the

fiber of ET over t P X` is given by

ET,t “ pŤ t1 ` Ť t2qztC “ Ť b C{⇤t.

We denote by ⇣T,t the restriction of the map ⇣T to the fiber over t P X`.

Remark 3.1.9. We can view X` as a parameter space of complex structures on

t ˆ t and T ˆ T . Denote by ⇠T the map

X`
ˆ t ˆ t ›Ñ X`

ˆ tC

pt1, t2, x1, x2q fiÑ pt1, t2, x1t1 ` x2t2q.
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The restriction of ⇠T to the fiber over t P X` is the isomorphism

⇠T,t : Ť b R
2

– Ť b C

of the underlying real vector spaces induced by the complex linear structure Rt1 `

Rt2 “ C on R
2. Taking the quotient by Ť 2 induces a commutative diagram

X`
ˆ t ˆ t X`

ˆ tC

X`
ˆ T ˆ T ET

⇠T

idˆ⇡ ⇣T

�T

(3.4)

of the underlying real manifolds. The restriction of �T to the fiber over t P X` is

the isomorphism

�T,t : Ť b T
2

– Ť b Et

of real Lie groups induced by the complex manifold structure

T
2

– pRt1 ` Rt2q{pZt1 ` Zt2q “ C{⇤t “: Et.

3.2 An open cover of ET adapted to X

In this section, we begin by defining, for a finite T -CW complex X, an open cover

of the compact Lie group T ˆ T which is adapted to X. We show that such a cover

exists, and that it induces an open cover of the total space ET via the isomorphism

X`
ˆ T ˆ T – ET , such that the restriction of the cover to ET,t is adapted to X in

the sense of Definition 2.5.4. Finally, we establish some properties of the open cover

which will be useful in later sections, and we give an example of a cover adapted to

the representation sphere S�.

Remark 3.2.1 (Ordering on T ˆ T ). If S is a finite set of closed subgroups of T ,

we can define a relation on the points of T ˆ T by saying that pa1, a2q §S pb1, b2q if

pb1, b2q P H ˆ H implies pa1, a2q P H ˆ H, for any H P S. This relation is obviously

reflexive and transitive, but not symmetric.

Notation 3.2.2. If X is a finite T -CW complex, let SpXq be the finite set of

isotropy subgroups of X. If f : X Ñ Y is a map of finite T -CW complexes, let Spfq
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be the finite set of isotropy subgroups which occur in either X or Y . An open set

U in T ˆ T is small if ⇡´1
pUq is a disjoint union of connected components V such

that ⇡|V : V Ñ U is a bijection for each V .

Definition 3.2.3 (Open cover of T ˆ T ). An open cover U “ tUa1,a2u of T ˆ T

indexed by the points of T ˆ T is said to be adapted to S if it has the following

properties:

1. pa1, a2q P Ua1,a2 , and Ua1,a2 is small.

2. If Ua1,a2 X Ub1,b2 ‰ H, then either pa1, a2q §S pb1, b2q or pb1, b2q §S pa1, a2q.

3. If pa1, a2q §S pb1, b2q, and for some H P S, we have pa1, a2q P H ˆ H but

pb1, b2q R H ˆ H, then Ub1,b2 X H ˆ H “ H.

4. Let pa1, a2q and pb1, b2q lie in H ˆ H for some H P S. If Ua1,a2 X Ub1,b2 ‰ H,

then pa1, a2q and pb1, b2q belong to the same connected component of H ˆ H.

If S “ SpXq and U is adapted to S then we say that U is adapted to X. If S “ Spfq

and U is adapted to S then we say that U is adapted to f . If S is understood, then

we just write § for §S .

Our proof of the following result is based on the proof of Proposition 2.5 in [34].

Lemma 3.2.4. For any finite set S of subgroups of T , there exists an open cover U

of ET adapted to S. Any refinement of U is also adapted to S.

Proof. Since a compact abelian group has finitely many components, the set

S0
“ tD Ä T ˆ T |D is a component of H ˆ H for some H P Su

is finite. Let d be the metric on T ˆ T defined by

dppa1, a2q, pb1, b2qq :“ mintdtˆtppa1, a2q ` m, pb1, b2q ` m1
q |m,m1

P Ť ˆ Ť u
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where dtˆt denotes the Euclidean metric on tˆ t. If pa1, a2q P D for all D P S0, then

define Ua1,a2 to be an open ball centered at pa1, a2q with radius r “
1
2 . Otherwise,

define Ua1,a2 to be an open ball centered at pa1, a2q, with radius

r “
1

2
mintD | pa1, a2q R Du,

where

dppa1, a2q, Dq “ mintdppa1, a2q, pb1, b2qq | pb1, b2q P Du.

The open cover U of T ˆ T thus constructed clearly satisfies the first condition of

an adapted cover.

Furthermore, if there exist distinct components D,D1
P S0 such that pa1, a2q is in

D but not in D1, and pb1, b2q is in D1 but not in D, then Ua1,a2 X Ub1,b2 is empty

by construction. If D and D1 correspond to distinct elements of S, then pa1, a2q

and pb1, b2q do not relate under the ordering, and the previous statement implies the

contrapositive of the second condition. If D and D1 correspond to the same element

of S, then it implies the contrapositive of the fourth condition.

The third condition holds simply because pb1, b2q R H ˆ H always implies that

Ub1,b2 X H ˆ H “ H, by construction. It is clear that any refinement of U will also

satisfy all four conditions.

Remark 3.2.5. Let U be a cover adapted to SpXq. We will sometimes refer to U

as being adapted to X, since SpXq is completely determined by X.

Lemma 3.2.6. Let U be an open cover of T ˆ T adapted to S. If pb1, b2q P Ua1,a2,

then pa1, a2q § pb1, b2q.

Proof. Suppose that pb1, b2q P Ua1,a2 and pa1, a2q § pb1, b2q does not hold. This

implies two things. Firstly, by the second property of an adapted cover, we have

pb1, b2q § pa1, a2q. Secondly, by definition of the relation, there must exist some

H P S such that pb1, b2q P HˆH and pa1, a2q R HˆH. Together, the two statements

imply that Ua1,a2 X H ˆ H “ H, by the third property of an adapted cover. This

contradicts the assumption that pb1, b2q P Ua1,a2 , since pb1, b2q P H ˆ H.
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Definition 3.2.7. Let U “ tUa1,a2u be an open cover adapted to S. We denote by

Vx1,x2 Ä t ˆ t the open subset which is the component of ⇡´1
pU⇡px1,x2qq containing

px1, x2q.

The following lemma is a strengthening of the fourth property of an adapted cover,

which we will need in the next section.

Lemma 3.2.8. Let U be a cover of T ˆT adapted to S. Let pa1, a2q, pb1, b2q P T ˆT

with open neighbourhoods Ua1,a2 , Ub1,b2 P U , and let px1, x2q, py1, y2q P t ˆ t such that

⇡pxiq “ ai and ⇡pyiq “ bi. Let H P S and suppose pa1, a2q, pb1, b2q P H ˆ H. If

Vx1,x2 X Vy1,y2 ‰ H,

then px1, x2q and py1, y2q lie in the same component of ⇡´1
pH ˆ Hq.

Proof. Since Vx1,x2 X Vy1,y2 ‰ H, we have Ua1,a2 X Ub1,b2 ‰ H. Therefore, pa1, a2q

and pb1, b2q lie in the same component D of H ˆ H, by the fourth property of an

adapted cover, so that px1, x2q, py1, y2q P ⇡´1
pDq. We have

⇡´1
pDq “ tpx1, x2qu ` Ť ˆ Ť ` LiepHq ˆ LiepHq

“ tpx1, x2qu ` Ť {Ȟ ˆ Ť {Ȟ ` LiepHq ˆ LiepHq.
(3.5)

Suppose that px1, x2q and py1, y2q lie in different components of ⇡´1
pDq. Then Ť {Ȟ

is nontrivial, and we have

px1, x2q “ px1 `m1 `h1, x2 `m2 `h2q and py1, y2q “ px1 `m1
1 `h1

1, x2 `m1
2 `h1

2q

for some h1, h2, h1
1, h

1
2 PLiepHq and distinct pm1,m2q, pm1

1,m
1
2q P Ť {Ȟ ˆ Ť {Ȟ.

Let d “ dtˆt be the metric induced by the Euclidean inner product on t ˆ t. We

have

dppx1, x2q, py1, y2qq “ |px1, x2q ´ py1, y2q|

“ |pm1 ´ m1
1 ` h1 ´ h1

1,m2 ´ m1
2 ` h2 ´ h1

2q|

• |m1 ´ m1
1,m2 ´ m1

2|
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where the inequality holds since Ť {Ȟ is orthogonal to LiepHq. Since pm1,m2q ‰

pm1
1,m

1
2q, we have

dppx1, x2q, py1, y2qq • 1.

By the first property of an adapted cover, Ua1,a2 is small, which means that Vx1,x2 is

contained in the interior of a ball at px1, x2q with radius 1
2 . The same is true for Vy1,y2 .

But this means that Vx1,x2 and Vy1,y2 cannot intersect, since dppx1, x2q, py1, y2qq • 1,

so we have a contradiction. Therefore, px1, x2q and py1, y2q must lie in the same

connected component of ⇡´1
pDq, and hence the same connected component of

⇡´1
pH ˆ Hq.

Definition 3.2.9. Let U be an open cover of T ˆ T adapted to S. For each pt, xq P

X`
ˆ tC, writing x “ x1t1 ` x2t2, we define an open subset

Vt,x :“ ⇠T pX`
ˆ Vx1,x2q Ä X`

ˆ tC,

so that pt, xq P Vt,x. Note that Vt,x “ Vt1,x1 whenever we have x “ x1t1 ` x2t2 and

x1
“ x1t1

1 ` x2t1
2. The set

tVt,xupt,xqPX`ˆtC

is an open cover of X`
ˆ tC (with some redundant elements). The set

t⇣T pVt,xqupt,xqPX`ˆtC

is an open cover of ET .

Definition 3.2.10. Let U be an open cover of T ˆT adapted to S. Given a P ET,t,

define the open subset

Ua :“ ⇣T pVt,xq X ET,t

where x P tC is any element such that a “ ⇣T,tpxq, so that a P Ua. The set tUauaPET,t

is an open cover of ET,t.

Lemma 3.2.11. Let U be an open cover of T ˆ T which is adapted to S. The open

cover of ET,t in Definition 3.2.10 is adapted to S in the sense of Definition 2.5.4.
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Proof. We have

Ua :“ ⇣T pVt,xq X ET,t

“ p⇣T ˝ ⇠T qpX`
ˆ Vx1,x2q X ET,t

“ p�T ˝ pidX` ˆ ⇡TˆT qqpX`
ˆ Vx1,x2q X ET,t

“ �T pX`
ˆ Ua1,a2q X ET,t

“ �T,tpUa1,a2q

where ai “ ⇡T pxiq. Therefore, the open cover tUauaPET,t
of ET,t corresponds exactly

to the open cover U of T ˆ T via the isomorphism

�T,t : T ˆ T – ET,t

of real Lie groups. We have identifications

H ˆ H – HompĤ,Tq
2

– HompĤ,T2
q – HompĤ, Etq “ EH,t

and a commutative diagram

H ˆ H EH,t

T ˆ T ET,t.

–

�T,t

(3.6)

From the diagram, it is clear that the properties of an adapted cover in the sense

of Definition 2.5.4 are equivalent to the properties in Definition 3.2.3. Since U is

adapted to S in the sense of Definition 3.2.3, the result now follows.

Example 3.2.12. Let T “ R{Z, and for � P T̂ set X equal to the representation

sphere S� associated to � (see Example 2.1.11). Recall that X has a T -CW complex

structure with a 0-cell T {T ˆ D
0
N

at the north pole, a 0-cell T {T ˆ D
0
S

at the south

pole, and a 1-cell T ˆ D
1 of free orbits connecting the two poles. Thus,

SpXq “ tT, 1u.

We can now describe all of the relations §SpXq between the points of T ˆT as follows.

• p0, 0q § pa1, a2q for all pa1, a2q P T ˆ T
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• pa1, a2q § pb1, b2q for all pa1, a2q, pb1, b2q P T ˆ T ´ tp0, 0qu

As in the proof of Lemma 3.2.4, we can easily construct an open cover of T ˆ T

which is adapted to SpXq. Note that S0
“ S in this case. Let U denote the open

cover consisting of open balls Ua1,a2 centered at pa1, a2q with radius

ra1,a2 “

$
’&

’%

1
2

a
a21 ` a22 if a1 ‰ 0 or a2 ‰ 0

1
2 if pa1, a2q “ p0, 0q

,

where we have identified a1, a2 with their unique representatives in r0, 1q. It is

easily verified that U is a cover adapted to SpXq. Now, for a “ �T,tpa1, a2q and

x “ x1t1 ` x2t2 such that ⇣T,tpxq “ a, the open set

Vx1,x2 Ä R
2

is an open ball of radius 1
2 if px1, x2q P Z

2, and an open neighbourhood not inter-

secting Z
2 otherwise.

3.3 The equivariant cohomology of double loop spaces

The double loop space L2X of a T -CW complex X is equipped, via the action of G,

with an action of T2
ˆT . As we noted at the beginning of the chapter, we would like

to consider the T
2

ˆ T -equivariant cohomology of L2X, and to somehow construct

a holomorphic sheaf from this.

Remark 3.3.1. Let X be a finite T -CW complex. By Theorem 1.1 in [25], the

double loop space L2X “ MappT
2, Xq of X is weakly T

2
ˆ T -homotopy equivalent

to a T
2

ˆ T -CW complex Z.1 From now on, when we speak of a T
2

ˆ T -CW

structure on L2X, we mean the replacement complex Z. In this situation, we will

abuse notation and write L2X for Z.
1To apply this theorem to our situation, set G “ T

2 ˆT . Now let G act on T
2 via the projection

to the first factor, and on X via the projection to the second factor.
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Definition 3.3.2. Define the sheaf of OX`ˆtC-algebras

H˚
L2T pL2Xq :“ lim

–›
Y ÄL2X

H˚
T2ˆT

pY qX`ˆtC

where the inverse limit runs over all finite T
2

ˆ T -CW subcomplexes Y of L2X.

Remark 3.3.3. The inverse limit in the category of sheaves exists, and is com-

puted in the category of presheaves. Therefore, the value of the inverse limit sheaf

H˚
L2T

pL2Xq on an open subset U Ä X`
ˆ tC is

lim
–›

Y ÄL2X

H˚
T2ˆT

pY q bHT2ˆT
OX`ˆtCpUq.

However, it is not true in general that the stalk of the inverse limit is the inverse

limit of the stalks.

Remark 3.3.4. We have that H˚
L2T

pL2
˚q “ OX`ˆtC , by construction.

Our aim now is to obtain localisation-type results for the ring H˚
L2T

pL2Xq, in the

spirit of Theorem 2.3.18. In fact, we apply that theorem directly and show that it

holds not only on stalks, but also on the open sets in a cover adapted to X. Since

H˚
L2T

pL2Xq is defined over X`
ˆ tC, we use the open cover tVt,xu of that space

which was defined in the previous section. Before we can prove the localisation-type

results, we will need several technical results about the groups T pt, xq associated to

the points pt, xq P X`
ˆ tC, and about the fixed points subspaces L2X t,x

Ä L2X

corresponding to those groups and how they interact with the open sets Vt,x.

Definition 3.3.5. Let pt, xq P X`
ˆ tC. Define the intersection

T pt, xq “

£

pt,xqPLiepHqC
H

of closed subgroups H Ä T
2

ˆT . For a T
2

ˆT -space Y , denote by Y t,x the subspace

of points fixed by T pt, xq.

Remark 3.3.6 (Explicit description of T pt, xq). Let pt, xq P X`
ˆ tC and write

x “ x1t1 ` x2t2. For a closed subgroup H Ä T
2

ˆ T , the definition of X` implies
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that

pt, xq “ pt1, t2, x1t1 ` x2t2q “ p1, 0, x1qt1 ` p0, 1, x2qt2

P LiepHq bR C “ LiepHqt1 ` LiepHqt2

if and only if

p1, 0, x1q, p0, 1, x2q P LiepHq.

By definition of T pt, xq, we therefore have

T pt, xq “ x⇡ppr1, 0, x1r1qq, ⇡pp0, r2, x2r2qqyr1,r2PR.

Since the intersection of T pt, xq with T Ä T
2

ˆ T consists exactly of those elements

of T pt, xq for which r1, r2 P Z, we have

T pt, xq X T “ x⇡px1q, ⇡px2qy.

Remark 3.3.7 (Explicit description of T paq). Recall the definition of T paq in Def-

inition 2.5.1. Let a “ ⇣T pt, xq and write x “ x1t1 ` x2t2. By diagrams (3.4) and

(3.6), it is clear that EH,t contains a if and only if

⇡px1q, ⇡px2q P H.

Therefore, T paq is the closed subgroup

x⇡px1q, ⇡px2qy Ä T,

and by Remark 3.3.6, we have that T paq “ T X T pt, xq.

Lemma 3.3.8. Let ⇣T pt, xq “ a. There is a short exact sequence of compact abelian

groups

0 Ñ T paq Ñ T pt, xq Ñ T
2

Ñ 0

where T pt, xq Ñ T
2

is the map induced by the projection T
2

ˆ T ⇣ T
2
.

Proof. The projection of T pt, xq Ä T
2

ˆ T onto T
2 is surjective by the description

in Remark 3.3.6, and has kernel T pt, xq X T “ T paq by Remark 3.3.7.
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Notation 3.3.9. Write

pa : T ⇣ T {T paq and pt,x : T
2

ˆ T ⇣ pT
2

ˆ T q{T pt, xq

for the quotient maps, and let

◆p0,0 : T ãÑ T
2

ˆ T

denote the inclusion of the fiber over ps1, s2q P T
2

“ pR{Zq
2.

Remark 3.3.10. It follows from Lemma 3.3.8 that there is a commutative diagram

T paq T T {T paq

T pt, xq T
2

ˆ T pT
2

ˆ T q{T pt, xq

T
2

T
2

0

pa

◆p0,0q ⌫

p⌧,x (3.7)

where ⌫ is induced by ◆p0,0q.

Lemma 3.3.11. The map ⌫ of diagram (3.7) is an isomorphism.

Proof. By Lemma 3.3.8, the left hand column is a short exact sequence. It is clear

that the middle column is a short exact sequence, as are all rows. It now follows

from a standard diagram chase that ⌫ is an isomorphism.

Remark 3.3.12 (Explicit description of L2X t,x). The description in Remark 3.3.6

allows us to explicitly describe L2X t,x, using x “ x1t1 ` x2t2. By this description, a

loop � P L2X is fixed by T pt, xq if and only if

�ps1, s2q “ ⇡ppr1, 0, x1r1qq ¨ �ps1, s2q “ ⇡px1r1q ¨ �ps1 ´ ⇡pr1q, s2q

and

�ps1, s2q “ ⇡pp0, r2, x2r2qq ¨ �ps1, s2q “ ⇡px2r2q ¨ �ps1, s2 ´ ⇡pr2qq

for all s “ ps1, s2q P T
2 and all r1, r2 P R. By setting s1 “ s2 “ 0, one sees that this

is true if and only if

�ps1, s2q “ ⇡px1s1 ` x2s2q ¨ �p0, 0q,
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where �p0, 0q P Xa for a “ ⇣T pt, xq. Therefore, we have

L2X t,x
“ t� P L2X | �ps1, s2q “ ⇡px1s1 ` x2s2q ¨ z, z P Xa

u.

Although s1, s2 are elements of T “ R{Z, the loop ⇡px1s1 ` x2s2q ¨ z is well defined

since ⇡ is a homomorphism and z is fixed by both ⇡px1q and ⇡px2q.

Remark 3.3.13. The map

ev : L2X X

given by evaluating a loop at p0, 0q is evidently T -equivariant and continuous.

Lemma 3.3.14. The map ev induces a homeomorphism

evt,x : L2X t,x Xa–

which is natural in X, and equivariant with respect to ⌫.

Proof. This is evident by Remark 3.3.12.

Example 3.3.15. We calculate LX t,x in the example of the representation sphere

X “ S� associated to � P T̂ “ Z. For a P ET,t, let a1, a2 denote the preimage of a

under �T,t. Then

T paq “ xa1, a2y Ä T,

and we have

Xa
“

$
’&

’%

tN,Su if pa1, a2q ‰ p0, 0q

S� if pa1, a2q “ p0, 0q

.

Let x P ⇣´1
T,t

paq and write x “ x1t1 ` x2t2. We have

L2X t,x
“

$
’&

’%

tN,Su if px1, x2q R Z
2

t⇡px1s1 ` x2s2q ¨ z | z P S�u if px1, x2q P Z
2

where N,S denote constant loops. A double loop ⇡px1s1 ` x2s2q ¨� z, for z ‰

N,S, wraps the first loop around the sphere �x1 times, and the second loop around

�x2 times, where the loops run parallel to the equator. The direction of the loop

corresponds to the sign of the �xi.
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Lemma 3.3.16. Let X be a finite T -CW complex and let U be an open cover of TˆT

adapted to SpXq. Let pt, xq, pt1, yq P X`
ˆ tC, with a “ ⇣T pt, xq and b “ ⇣T pt1, yq. We

have the following.

1. If Vt,x X Vt1,y ‰ H, then either Xb
Ä Xa

or Xa
Ä Xb

.

2. If Vt,x X Vt1,y ‰ H and Xb
Ä Xa

, then L2X t
1
,y

Ä L2X t,x
.

Proof. Write x “ x1t1 ` x2t2, y “ y1t1
1 ` y2t1

2 and ai “ ⇡pxiq, bi “ ⇡pyiq. Since

Vt,x X Vt1,y ‰ H, we have

Vx1,x2 X Vy1,y2 ‰ H

by definition. This implies that

Ua1,a2 X Ub1,b2 ‰ H,

so by the second property of an adapted cover, either pa1, a2q § pb1, b2q or pb1, b2q §

pa1, a2q. This implies that either Xb
Ä Xa or Xa

Ä Xb, which yields the first part

of the result.

For the second part, assume that Xb
Ä Xa, and let � P L2X t

1
,y. Let z “ �p0, 0q. By

the description in Remark 3.3.12, we have

�ps1, s2q “ ⇡py1s1 ` y2s2q ¨ z.

Let H Ä T be the isotropy group of z P Xb
Ä Xa, so that H P SpXq and ai, bi P H

for i “ 1, 2. The condition

Vx1,x2 X Vy1,y2 ‰ H

implies by Lemma 3.2.8 that px1, x2q and py1, y2q lie in the same component of

⇡´1
pH ˆ Hq, since U is adapted to SpXq. Therefore,

px1 ´ y1, x2 ´ y2q P ⇡´1
pH ˆ Hq

0
“ LiepHq ˆ LiepHq.

which implies that z is fixed by ⇡ppx1 ´ y1qr1q and ⇡ppx2 ´ y2qr2q for all r1, r2 P R.
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We can now write

�ps1, s2q “ ⇡py1s1 ` y2s2q ¨ z

“ ⇡py1s1 ` y2s2q ¨ p⇡ppx1 ´ y1qs1 ` px2 ´ y2qs2q ¨ zq

“ ⇡px1s1 ` x2s2q ¨ z,

which is a loop in L2X t,x since z P Xa. This yields the second part of the result.

Lemma 3.3.17. Let X be a finite T -CW complex and let U be a cover adapted to

SpXq. If pt1, yq P Vt,x, then L2X t
1
,y

Ä L2X t,x
.

Proof. Write a “ ⇣T pt, xq, b “ ⇣T pt1, yq, x “ x1t1 ` x2t2, y “ y1t1
1 ` y2t1

2, bi “ ⇡pyiq,

and ai “ ⇡pxiq. Since pt1, yq P Vt,x, we have

py1, y2q P Vx1,x2 Ä t ˆ t

and so

pb1, b2q P Ua1,a2 Ä T ˆ T.

Therefore pa1, a2q § pb1, b2q by Lemma 3.2.6, from which it follows that Xb
Ä Xa,

since U is adapted to SpXq. Lemma 3.3.16 yields the result.

Example 3.3.18. We examine the inclusions of Lemmas 3.3.16 and 3.3.17 in the

example of the representation sphere X “ S�. Let pt, xq, pt1, yq P X`
ˆ tC, write

x “ x1t1 ` x2t2, y “ y1t1
1 ` y2t1

2, a “ ⇣T pt, xq and b “ ⇣T pt1, yq. If Vt,x X Vt,y “ H,

then by Definition 3.2.9 we have

Vx1,x2 X Vy1,y2 ‰ H.

Therefore, by Example 3.2.12, at least one of px1, x2q and py1, y2q lies outside the

lattice Z
2

Ä R
2. By Example 3.3.15, this means that either L2X t

1
,y

“ Xb
“ tN,Su

or L2X t,x
“ Xa

“ tN,Su, and we clearly have either Xb
Ä Xa or Xa

Ä Xb. If

we assume that Xb
Ä Xa, then since at least one of the spaces is equal to tN,Su,

we must have Xb
“ tN,Su. Therefore, L2X t

1
,y

Ä L2X t,x. Note that if we had the

additional hypothesis that pt1, yq P Vt,x, then this would imply that py1, y2q P Vx1,x2 ,

and by the description in Example 3.2.12 we would have py1, y2q R Z
2, which means

that Xb
Ä Xa. So with this hypothesis, no assumption would be necessary.
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Proposition 3.3.19. Let Y Ä L2X be a finite T
2
ˆT -CW subcomplex. The inclusion

Y t,x
Ä Y induces an isomorphism of OVt,x

-algebras

H˚
T2ˆT

pY qVt,x
– H˚

T2ˆT
pY t,x

qVt,x
.

Proof. Let pt1, yq P Vt,x. Then L2X t
1
,y

Ä L2X t,x by Lemma 3.3.17, which implies

that Y t
1
,y

Ä Y t,x. Consider the commutative diagram

H˚
T2ˆT

pY qVt,x
H˚

T2ˆT
pY t,x

qVt,x

H˚
T2ˆT

pY t
1
,y

qVt,x
,

(3.8)

which is induced by the evident inclusions. Taking stalks at pt1, yq, Theorem 2.2.18

implies that the two diagonal maps are isomorphisms, and so the horizontal map is

also an isomorphism. The isomorphism of the proposition follows.

Remark 3.3.20. The subspace L2X t,x
Ä L2X is a T

2
ˆ T -equivariant CW sub-

complex, consisting of those equivariant cells in L2X whose isotropy group contains

T pt, xq. In fact, it follows easily from Lemma 3.3.14 that L2X t,x is a finite T2
ˆT -CW

complex, since X is finite.

Corollary 3.3.21. The inclusion L2X t,x
Ä L2X induces an isomorphism of OVt,x

-

algebras

H˚
L2T pL2XqVt,x

– H˚
T2ˆT

pL2X t,x
qVt,x

,

natural in X. In particular, we have an isomorphism of stalks

H˚
L2T pL2Xqpt,xq – H˚

T2ˆT
pL2X t,x

qpt,xq.

Proof. It follows from Definition 3.3.2 and Proposition 3.3.19 that

H˚
L2T

pL2XqVt,x
“ lim

–›Y ÄL2X
H˚

T2ˆT
pY qVt,x

– lim
–›Y ÄL2X

H˚
T2ˆT

pY t,x
qVt,x

“ H˚
T2ˆT

pL2X t,x
qVt,x

.
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The final equality holds by definition of the inverse limit, since each Y t,x is contained

in the finite T
2

ˆT -CW subcomplex L2X t,x
Ä L2X. One can easily show naturality

with respect to a T -equivariant map f : X Ñ Y by refining the cover U so that it

is adapted to Spfq, and by using the functoriality of the loop space functor and of

Borel-equivariant ordinary cohomology. The second statement follows immediately

by definition of the stalk.

Remark 3.3.22. It follows from Corollary 3.3.21 that H˚
L2T

pL2Xq is a coherent

sheaf, since L2X t,x is a finite T
2

ˆ T -CW complex.

3.4 Construction of the equivariant sheaf E``˚

T pXq

over ET

In this section, we begin with a result which says that HL2T pL2Xq depends only

on loops which are contained in a subspace of the form L2X t,x, even if we are

computing global sections. This is an improvement upon the localisation theorems

of the previous chapter, which allowed us to restrict to loops in L2X t,x after localising

around the open set Vt,x, because we can now perform computations while discarding

both the extra loops and the open cover. We will see an example of this when we

compute E``˚
T

pXq on an orbit X “ T {H.

We then recall the G-action on L2X and explain how this induces an action of the

Weyl group SL2pZq ˙ Ť 2 on HL2T pL2Xq, which also carries a C
ˆ-action. Finally, we

define the C
ˆ

ˆ SL2pZq-equivariant sheaf E``˚
T

pXq over ET as the Ť 2-invariants of

the pushforward of HL2T pL2Xq along ⇣T .

Definition 3.4.1. Let D2
pXq denote the set of finite T

2
ˆ T -CW complexes which

is generated by the subspaces

tL2X t,x
upt,xqPX`ˆtC

of L2X under finite unions and intersections. The set D2
pXq is partially ordered by

inclusion.
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Theorem 3.4.2. There is an isomorphism of OX`ˆtC-algebras

H˚
L2T pL2Xq – lim

–›
Y PD2pXq

H˚
T2ˆT

pY qX`ˆtC

natural in X.

Proof. Consider the union

S :“

§

pt,xqPX`ˆtC

L2X t,x.

Notice that S is a T
2

ˆ T -CW subcomplex of L2X. For each finite T
2

ˆ T -CW

subcomplex Y Ä L2X, we have an inclusion Y X S ãÑ Y . The induced map of

OX`ˆtC-algebras

lim
–›

Y ÄL2X

H˚
T2ˆT

pY qX`ˆtC Ñ lim
–›

Y ÄL2X

H˚
T2ˆT

pY X SqX`ˆtC (3.9)

is natural in X, by the functoriality of Borel-equivariant ordinary cohomology. Let

pt, xq be an arbitrary point. By Corollary 3.3.21, the map (3.9) induces an isomor-

phism of stalks at pt, xq because S contains L2X t,x. Therefore, the map (3.9) is an

isomorphism of sheaves.

It is clear that the set tS X Y |Y Ä L2X finiteu is equal to the set of all finite

equivariant subcomplexes of S. Therefore, the target of map (3.9) is equal to the

inverse limit

lim
–›
Y ÄS

H˚
T2ˆT

pY qX`ˆtC (3.10)

over all finite equivariant subcomplexes Y Ä S. Any such Y , since it is finite, is

contained in the union of finitely many spaces of the form L2X t,x, which is also a

finite T
2

ˆ T -CW complex. Therefore, by definition of the inverse limit, (3.10) is

equal to

lim
–›

Y PD2pXq
H˚

T2ˆT
pY qX`ˆtC ,

which completes the proof.

Remark 3.4.3. Theorem 3.4.2 allows us to define H˚
L2T

pL2Xq without a T
2
ˆT -CW

complex structure for L2X.
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Remark 3.4.4. Let X be a finite T -CW complex. Recall that the extended double

loop group G acts on L2X via

pA, t, �psqq ¨ �1
psq “ �pA´1s ´ Atq ¨ �1

pA´1s ´ Atq.

By applying the Milnor construction to the topological group G, we obtain a con-

tractible space EG equipped with a free right action of G. Define a left action of G

on EG ˆ L2X by setting

g ¨ pe, �q “ pe ¨ g´1, g ¨ �q

for g P G. The topological quotient of EG ˆ L2X by T
2

ˆ T Ä G is a model for the

Borel construction

EpT
2

ˆ T q ˆT2ˆT L2X,

since T
2

ˆ T acts freely on EG via the action of G. Recall that SL2pZq ˙ Ť 2 is the

Weyl group associated to T
2

ˆ T Ä G. The action of G on EG ˆ L2X induces an

action

SL2pZq ˙ Ť 2 E̋pT
2

ˆ T q ˆT2ˆT L2X.

The action of pA,mq P SL2pZq ˙ Ť 2 induces a homeomorphism

EpT
2

ˆ T q ˆT2ˆT L2X t,x
›Ñ EpT

2
ˆ T q ˆT2ˆT L2XAt,x`mt,

for each pt, xq P X`
ˆ tC. Writing x “ x1t1 ` x2t2, the homeomorphism sends

pe, ⇡px1s1 ` x2s2q ¨ zq fiÑ pe ¨ pA,mq
´1, ⇡ppx1 ` m1, x2 ` m2qA

´1
ps1, s2qq ¨ zq. (3.11)

Note that

⇡ppx1 ` m1, x2 ` m2qA
´1

ps1, s2qq ¨ z

does in fact lie in L2XAt,x`mt, since

x ` mt “ ppx1 ` m1qt1, px2 ` m2qt2q “ px1 ` m1, x2 ` m2qA´1Apt1, t2q.

There is an induced isomorphism on cohomology rings

pA,mq
˚
: H˚

T2ˆT
pL2XAt,x`mt

q ›Ñ H˚
T2ˆT

pL2X t,x
q.
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Let !A,m : X`
ˆ tC Ñ X`

ˆ tC be the action map of pA,mq. Then pA,mq
˚ induces

an isomorphism of sheaves

!˚
A,m

pH˚
T2ˆT

pL2XAt,x`mt
qX`ˆtCq ›Ñ H˚

T2ˆT
pL2X t,x

qX`ˆtC

In fact, we can get such a map for each Y P D2
pXq by replacing L2Xq,u with

Y and L2XAt,x`mt with pA,mq ¨ Y . It is easily verified that pA,mq ¨ Y P D2
pXq

whenever Y P D2
pXq. As they are induced by the action of G on L2X, the family

of isomorphisms

t!˚
A,m

pH˚
T2ˆT

ppA,mq ¨ Y qX`ˆtCq ›Ñ H˚
T2ˆT

pY qX`ˆtCuY PD2pXq

is compatible with inclusions in D2
pXq. We therefore have an induced isomorphism

!˚
A,m

H˚
L2T pL2Xq ›Ñ H˚

L2T pL2Xq

of inverse limit sheaves, which induces an isomorphism

pA,mq
˚
: H˚

T2ˆT
pL2XAt,x`mt

qpAt,x`mtq ›Ñ H˚
T2ˆT

pL2X t,x
qpt,xq (3.12)

of stalks, also denoted pA,mq
˚. Since it is induced by a group action, the collection

of isomorphisms

t!˚
A,m

H˚
L2T pL2Xq ›Ñ H˚

L2T pL2XqupA,mqPSL2pZq˙Ť 2

defines an action of SL2pZq ˙ Ť 2 on H˚
L2T

pL2Xq.

Remark 3.4.5. We describe a C
ˆ-action on H˚

L2T
pL2Xq which clearly commutes

with the action of SL2pZq ˙ Ť 2. Let C
ˆ act on X`

ˆ tC by2

� ¨ pt, xq “ p�2t,�2xq.

The action on the sheaf is given for each � P C
ˆ by isomorphisms

!˚
�
pH˚

T2ˆT
pL2X�

2
t,�

2
x
qX`ˆtCq ›Ñ H˚

T2ˆT
pL2X t,x

qX`ˆtC

↵ b f fi›Ñ �n↵ b f

2The action on the left factor X` should be compared to the scalar action in Remark 2.1.4.

We are forced to introduce the square because the holomorphic coordinate functions have degree

2 when regarded as classes in equivariant cohomology.
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where ↵ is a degree n cohomology class and !� denotes the action of � on X`
ˆ tC.

On an open subset U Ä X`
ˆ tC, the isomorphisms are

H˚
T2ˆT

pL2X�
2
t,�

2
x
q�2U ›Ñ H˚

T2ˆT
pL2X t,x

qU

↵ b f fi›Ñ � ¨ ↵ b f ˝ !�.

For example, if ↵ is a class of degree i and f satisfies fp�2t,�2xq “ �jfpt, xq, then

↵ b f is sent to �i`j
p↵ b fq.

Theorem 3.4.6. The sheaf H˚
L2T

pL2Xq is a C
ˆ

ˆ pSL2pZq ˙ Ť 2
q-equivariant sheaf

of OX`ˆtC-algebras.

Proof. This holds by Remarks 3.4.4 and 3.4.5.

We denote by ◆t the inclusion of the fiber tC ãÑ X`
ˆ tC over t P X`. We have a

commutative diagram of complex manifolds

tC X`
ˆ tC

ET,t ET .

◆t

⇣T,t ⇣T

The C
ˆ

ˆ SL2pZq-action on ET does not preserve the fiber over t. With Remark

3.3.22 in mind, we make the following definition.

Definition 3.4.7. Define the C
ˆ

ˆ SL2pZq-equivariant, coherent sheaf of OET
-

algebras

E``˚
T

pXq :“ pp⇣T q˚ H˚
L2T pL2Xqq

Ť
2
,

which has a Z-grading corresponding to the action of Cˆ. Define the coherent sheaf

of OET,t
-algebras

E``˚
T,t

pXq :“ pp⇣T,tq˚ ◆
˚
t
H˚

L2T pL2Xqq
Ť

2
,

which has a Z{2Z-grading given by even and odd cohomology, as in Remark 2.2.15.

Remark 3.4.8. By construction, E``˚
T

pptq is equal to the C
ˆ

ˆ SL2pZq-equivariant

structure sheaf

OET
“ pp⇣T q˚OX`ˆtCq

Ť
2
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of ET . Similarly, E``˚
T,t

pptq is equal to the structure sheaf

OET,t
“ pp⇣T,tq˚OtCq

Ť
2

of the fiber of ET over t P X`.

Example 3.4.9. It is straightforward to compute E``˚
T

pXq when T “ 1, for this

implies that D2
pXq “ tXu. We obtain the C

ˆ
ˆ SL2pZq-equivariant sheaf whose

value on an open subset U Ä X` is

E``˚
1pXqpUq “ H˚

pXq bC OX`pUq.

The value of E``n1 pXq on U is the vector space generated by elements ↵ b f where

↵ P H i
pXq and f is a holomorphic on U such that fp�2tq “ �jfptq, for all pi, jq P Z

2

satisfying i ` j “ n.

Example 3.4.10. In the case that T “ 1 and X “ pt, we obtain the C
ˆ

ˆ SL2pZq-

equivariant holomorphic structure sheaf of X`. The value of E``n1 pptq on U is the

vector space generated by holomorphic functions f : U Ñ C satisfying fp�2tq “

�nfptq, whenever this is defined. The SL2pZq-invariant global sections of E``n1 pptq

are exactly the weak modular forms of weight ´n{2. In particular, the SL2pZq-

invariant global sections of E``˚
1pptq are concentrated in negative even degrees.

3.5 The suspension isomorphism

Our aim now is to show that the reduced theory ÄE``
˚
T

pXq has a suspension iso-

morphism which is inherited from ordinary cohomology. We first prove a lemma to

show that the suspension functor commutes with the double loop space functor, but

only once we have taken fixed points with respect to some T pt, xq. Thus, we will

implicitly be using the localisation theorem to establish the suspension isomorphism.

Remark 3.5.1. Let X be a finite T -CW complex. We regard the loop space L2
pS1

^

X`q as a pointed T
2

ˆ T -CW complex with basepoint given by the loop �˚ : T
2

Ñ

pt ãÑ S1
^ X`. Since the basepoint of S1

^ X` is fixed by T , the loop �˚ is fixed
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by T
2

ˆ T , and so �˚ is contained in L2
pS1

^ X`q
t,x for all pt, xq. Therefore, each

Y P D2
pS1

^ X`q is a based subcomplex of L2
pS1

^ X`q.

Lemma 3.5.2. For each pt, xq P X`
ˆ tC, we have an equality

L2
pS1

^ X`q
t,x

“ S1
^ L2X t,x

`

as subsets of L2
pS1

^ X`q.

Proof. Suppose that � is a loop in L2
pS1

ˆX`q
t,x sending s fiÑ p�1psq, �2psqq. Write

�p0q “ pz1, z2q and x “ x1t1 ` x2t2. The loop � is fixed by T pt, xq if and only if

p�1psq, �2psqq “ ⇡px1r1`x2r2q¨p�1ps´rq, �2ps´rqq “ p�1ps´rq, ⇡px1r1`x2r2q¨�2ps´rqq

for all r, s P T
2, where S1 is fixed by T . Setting r “ s, one sees that this is true if

and only if

p�1prq, �2prqq “ p�1p0q, ⇡px1r1 ` x2r2q ¨ �2p0qq,

which holds if and only �1 is constant in S1 and �2 is in L2X t,x

` . Therefore, we have

an equality

L2
pS1

ˆ X`q
t,x

“ S1
ˆ L2X t,x

` .

To prove the equality of the lemma, consider that the image of � is contained in

0 ˆ X` Y S1
ˆ pt if and only if we have either �1psq “ 0 or �2psq “ pt for each s.

But this means that either �1psq “ 0 for all s, or �2psq “ pt for all s, which means

that � P 0 ˆ L2X t,x
Y S1

ˆ pt. The equality of the lemma follows.

Definition 3.5.3. For a pointed finite T -CW complex X, define the reduced theory

ÄE``
˚
T

pXq :“ kerpE``˚
T

pXq Ñ E``˚
T

pptqq.

Proposition 3.5.4. Let X be a finite T -CW complex. There is an SL2pZq-equivariant

isomorphism of sheaves of OET
-modules

E``˚´1
T

pXq – ÄE``
˚
T

pS1
^ X`q

natural in X.
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Proof. We have

E``˚´1
T

pXq :“ pp⇣T q˚ lim
–›Y PD2pXq H

˚´1
T2ˆT

pY qX`ˆtCq
Ť

2

– pp⇣T q˚ lim
–›Y PD2pXq

rH˚
T2ˆT

pS1
^ Y`qX`ˆtCq

Ť
2

“ pp⇣T q˚ lim
–›Y PD2pS1^X`q

rH˚
T2ˆT

pY qX`ˆtCq
Ť

2

“: pp⇣T q˚ lim
–›Y PD2pS1^X`q kerpH

˚
T2ˆT

pY q Ñ H˚
T2ˆT

pptqqX`ˆtCq
Ť

2

“ kerpE``˚
T

pS1
^ X`q Ñ E``˚

T
pptqq

“: ÄE``
˚
T

pS1
^ X`q.

Indeed, the second line is induced by the natural suspension isomorphism of ordinary

cohomology. The third holds because the equality L2
pS1

^ X`q
t,x

“ S1
^ L2X t,x

`

of Lemma 3.5.2 is an equality of subsets of L2
pS1

^ X`q for each pt, xq which are

compatible with inclusion, so that they extend to an equality of partially ordered

sets

D2
pS1

^ X`q “ tS1
^ Y`uY PD2pXq.

The fifth holds since the inverse limit is a right adjoint functor, and therefore re-

spects all limits, including kernels. The remaining equalities hold by definition.

The isomorphism of the second line is SL2pZq-equivariant by the functoriality of

Borel-equivariant cohomology, and each equality is evidently SL2pZq-equivariant.

Therefore, the composite is SL2pZq-equivariant.

Remark 3.5.5. Once it is equipped with the suspension isomorphisms of Propo-

sition 3.5.4, the map sending X fiÑ ÄE``
˚
T

pXq defines a reduced cohomology theory

on finite T -CW complexes. It is clearly functorial and homotopy invariant, since

both the double loop space functor and Borel-equivariant ordinary cohomology are

functorial and homotopy invariant. It is also exact and additive, since these prop-

erties may be checked on stalks, and Corollary 3.3.21 implies that these properties

are inherited from Borel-equivariant ordinary cohomology (since L2X t,x
– Xa by

Lemma 3.3.14; compare the proof of Proposition 2.5.16).
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3.6 The value of E``˚

T pXq on an orbit

The description of H˚
L2T

pL2Xq given in Theorem 3.4.2 allows us to compute E``˚
T

pXq

on an orbit X “ T {H, where the T action is induced by group multiplication. Having

made this computation, one can then compute E``˚
T

pXq on any other finite T -CW

complex X using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence.

We will have shown by the end of this section that

E``˚
T

pT {Hq “ OEH
.

where EH is the image of X`
ˆHˆH under the isomorphism �T : X`

ˆTˆT ›Ñ ET .

We begin by calculating D2
pT {Hq. Let a P ET,t and write pa1, a2q for the preimage

of a under �T,t. We have

pT {Hq
a

“ pT {Hq
xa1,a2y

“

$
’&

’%

T {H if pa1, a2q P H ˆ H

H otherwise.
.

Let x P ⇣´1
T,t

paq and write x “ x1t1 ` x2t2. We have that

L2X t,x
“ t�ps1, s2q “ ⇡px1s1 ` x2s2q ¨ z | z P T {Hu (3.13)

if px1, x2q P ⇡´1
pH ˆHq, and L2X t,x is empty otherwise. To calculate D2

pT {Hq, we

need to calculate the intersections of these subspaces. Suppose

�ps1, s2q P L2X t,x
X L2X t

1
,x

1

with x “ x1t1 ` x2t2 and x1
“ x1

1t
1
1 ` x1

2t
1
2. Then

�ps1, s2q “ ⇡px1s1 ` x2s2q ¨ z “ ⇡px1
1s1 ` x1

2s2q ¨ z1

for z, z1
P T {H. A straightforward calculation shows that this holds if and only if

z ´ z1
“ ⇡ppx1 ´ x1

1qs1 ` px2 ´ x1
2qs2q mod H

for all s1, s2, which holds if and only if

z “ z1 and px1 ´ x1
1, x2 ´ x1

2q P LiepHq ˆ LiepHq.
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Thus, for all pt, xq, pt1, x1
q P X`

ˆ tC, the intersection

L2X t,x
X L2X t

1
,x

1
“ L2X t,x

“ L2X t
1
,x

1
,

if and only if px1, x2q, px1
1, x

1
2q lie in the same component of ⇡´1

pH ˆ Hq, and is

empty otherwise. In particular, the spaces L2X t,x are indexed by the components

of ⇡´1
pH ˆ Hq, where the component containing px1, x2q has the form

tpx1, x2qu ` LiepHq ˆ LiepHq Ä t ˆ t.

We will call px1, x2q a representative of this component. Moreover, we have seen

that there are no nonempty intersections between two spaces of the form L2X t,x,

unless they are equal. Therefore D2
pXq is the set of finite disjoint unions of such

spaces.

The next step is to calculate the cohomology ring HT2ˆT pL2X t,x
q, but first we need

to know a bit more about the space L2X t,x. Since the T
2

ˆ T -action on L2X t,x is

clearly transitive, we can apply the change of groups property of Proposition 2.2.4

if we know the T
2

ˆ T -isotropy. An element pr, uq P T
2

ˆ T fixes a nonempty subset

L2X t,x if and only if

pr, uq ¨ p⇡px1s1 `x2s2q ¨ zq “ p⇡px1ps1 ´ r1q `x2ps2 ´ r2qq `uq ¨ z “ ⇡px1s1 `x2s2q ¨ z,

which holds if and only if ⇡p´x1r1 ´ x2r2q ` u fixes z. Therefore, we must have

u ´ ⇡px1r1 ` x2r2q P H,

which means that the isotropy group of the T
2

ˆ T -orbit L2X t,x is equal to

tpr, uq P T
2

ˆ T |u ´ ⇡px1r1 ` x2r2q P Hu “ xT pt, xq, Hy. (3.14)

Furthermore, since two spaces of the form L2X t,x are equal if they correspond to

the same component of ⇡´1
pH ˆ Hq, we must have that

xT pt, xq, Hy “ xT pt1, x1
q, Hy

whenever px1, x2q, px1
1, x

1
2q lie in the same component ⇡´1

pHˆHq. Using Proposition

2.2.4, we calculate

HT2ˆT pL2X t,x
q – HT2ˆT ppT

2
ˆ T q{xT pt, xq, Hyq – HxT pt,xq,Hy.
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The value of H˚
L2T

pL2Xq on an open subset U Ä X`
ˆ tC is therefore

lim
–›

Y PD2pXq
H˚

T2ˆT
pY q bHT2ˆT

OX`ˆtCpUq

“

π

px1,x2qPJpHq
HxT px1,x2q,Hy bHT2ˆT

OX`ˆtCpUq

where the product is indexed over a set JpHq “ tpx1, x2qu of representatives of

the components of ⇡´1
pH ˆ Hq, and T px1, x2q :“ T pt, xq for any pt, xq such that

x “ x1t1 ` x2t2.

From the description in (3.14), we see that

LiepxT px1, x2q, HyqC “ tpt, yq P X`
ˆ tC | y P px1 ` LiepHqqt1 ` px2 ` LiepHqqt2u.

(3.15)

Let Ipx1, x2, Hq Ä Crt1, t2, ys be the ideal associated to LiepxT px1, x2q, HyqC Ä C
2

ˆ

tC, so that

HxT px1,x2q,Hy “ Crt, ys{Ipx1, x2, Hq.

By Proposition 2.2.13, tensoring over HT2ˆT with the ring of holomorphic functions

is an exact functor. Therefore, if Ipx1, x2, Hq Ä OX`ˆtC denotes the analytic ideal

associated to Ipx1, x2, Hq, we can write

H˚
L2T pL2

pT {Hqq “

π

px1,x2qPJpHq
OX`ˆtC{Ipx1, x2, Hq. (3.16)

For example, if T has rank one and H “ Z{nZ, then LiepHq is trivial and we have

H˚
L2T pL2

pT {HqqpUq “

π

px1,x2q
Crt1, t2, ys{py ´ x1t1 ´ x2t2q bCrt,ys OX`ˆtCpUq

where px1, x2q ranges over JpZ{nZq “ tpa1{n, a2{nq | a1, a2 P Zu. This is a holomor-

phic version of the calculation made by Rezk in Example 5.2 of [31].

The Ť 2-action induces isomorphisms

OpX`
ˆ tCq{Ipx1 ` m1, x2 ` m2, Hq ›Ñ OpX`

ˆ tCq{Ipx1, x2, Hq,

for each m P Ť 2 and each px1, x2q P JpHq, given by pullback along pt, yq fiÑ pt, y`mtq.

We calculate the invariants by first noting that

⇡´1
pH ˆ Hq “

∫

px1,x2qPJpHq
tpx1, x2qu ` LiepHq ˆ LiepHq.
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Thus, the diagram

X`
ˆ ⇡´1

pH ˆ Hq
≤

px1,x2qPJpHq LiepxT px1, x2q, HyqC

X`
ˆ H ˆ H EH

–

–

commutes, where the arrows are the evident restrictions of the maps appearing in

the diagram (3.4), and EH Ä ET is defined to be the image of X`
ˆHˆH under �T .

Since the right vertical map is exactly the preimage under ⇣T of EH , we see that EH

is the complex analytic quotient of the free Ť 2 action on the complex vector space

(3.15), which has holomorphic structure sheaf (3.16). Therefore, the Ť 2-invariants

of (3.16) is equal to the sheaf of holomorphic functions on EH , and so we have

E``˚
T

pT {Hq “ OEH
.

3.7 A local description

In this section, given a finite T -CW complex X, we give a local description of

E``T,tpXq over a cover of ET,t adapted to X, which turns out to be identical to

Grojnowski’s construction of T -equivariant elliptic cohomology corresponding to

the elliptic curve Et. We show that this is actually an isomorphism of T -equivariant

cohomology theories on finite complexes.

Notation 3.7.1. Let Kpt, xq :“ pT
2

ˆ T q{T pt, xq. Let tt,x denote translation by

pt, xq in C
2

ˆ tC, and tx translation by x in tC. If f is a map of compact Lie groups,

we abuse notation and also write f for the induced map of complex Lie algebras.

Remark 3.7.2. It will be essential to the proof of the following Lemma to show

that the diagram
tC LiepT {T paqqC

C
2

ˆ tC LiepKpt, xqqC

pa˝t´x

◆t ⌫–
pt,x

(3.17)

commutes.
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Lemma 3.7.3. There is an isomorphism of sheaves of OtC-algebras

t˚
´x

p˚
a
H˚

T {T paqpX
a
q – ◆˚

t
p˚
t,x

H˚
Kpt,xqpL

2X t,x
q

natural in X.

Proof. Recall the isomorphism ⌫ : Kpt, xq – T {T paq of diagram (3.7). By Lemma

3.3.14, the evaluation map

evt,x : L2X t,x
– Xa

is natural in X and equivariant with respect to ⌫. The induced homeomorphism

EpKpt, xqq ˆKpt,xq L
2X t,x

– EpT {T paqq ˆT {T paq X
a

induces, in turn, an isomorphism of HT {T paq-algebras

H˚
T {T paqpX

a
q – H˚

Kpt,xqpL
2X t,x

q,

natural in X. Here the ring HT {T paq acts on the target via the isomorphism

HKpt,xq – HT {T paq

induced by ⌫. Thus, we have an isomorphism of OLiepT {T paqqC-algebras

H˚
T {T paqpX

a
q – ⌫˚ H˚

Kpt,xqpL
2X t,x

q,

and hence an isomorphism of OtC-algebras,

t˚
´x

p˚
a
H˚

T {T paqpX
a
q – t˚

´x
p˚
a
⌫˚ H˚

Kpt,xqpL
2X t,x

q

natural in X.

We now show that diagram (3.17) commutes, from which the result follows immedi-

ately. The commutative diagram (3.7) induces a commutative diagram of complex

Lie algebras, so that

⌫ ˝ pa “ pt,x ˝ ◆p0,0q

on complex Lie algebras. Consider the commutative diagram

T pt, xq T
2

ˆ T

0 pT
2

ˆ T q{T pt, xq
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of compact abelian groups. By applying the Lie algebra functor and then tensoring

with C, we see that pt, xq lies in the kernel of

pt,x : C
2

ˆ tC ⇣ LieppT
2

ˆ T q{T pt, xqqC.

Therefore,

pt,x “ pt,x ˝ tt,x

and so
⌫ ˝ pa “ pt,x ˝ tt,x ˝ ◆p0,0q

“ pt,x ˝ ◆t ˝ tx.

Composing on the right by t´x now yields the commutativity of diagram (3.17).

Theorem 3.7.4. Let X be a finite T -CW complex and let U be a cover adapted to

SpXq. Let a P ET,t, and let Ua be the corresponding open neighbourhood of a in ET,t.

There is an isomorphism of sheaves of Z{2Z-graded OUa
-algebras

E``˚
T,t

pXqUa
– G˚

T,t
pXqUa

,

natural in X.

Proof. For x P ⇣´1
T,t

paq, write Vx for the component of ⇣´1
T,t

pUaq containing x. We have

a sequence of isomorphisms

pp⇣T,tq˚ ◆˚t H˚
L2T

pL2XqqUa
–

±
x P ⇣´1

T,t
paq p◆˚

t
H˚

T2ˆT
pL2X t,x

qqVx

–
±

x P ⇣´1
T,t

paq p◆˚
t
p˚
t,x

H˚
Kpt,xqpL

2X t,x
qqVx

–
±

x P ⇣´1
T,t

paq pt˚
´x

p˚
a
H˚

T {T paqpX
a
qqVx

–
±

x P ⇣´1
T,t

paq pt˚
´x

H˚
T

pXa
qqVx

(3.18)

The first map is the isomorphism of Corollary 3.3.19. The second map and fourth

maps are the isomorphism of Proposition 2.2.7. The third map is the isomorphism of

Lemma 3.7.3. The first to the fourth maps, in each factor, have been shown to pre-

serve the OVx
-algebra structure. The entire composite is therefore an isomorphism

of OUa
-algebras, where f P OUa

pUq acts on the right hand side via multiplication

by ⇣˚
T,t
f . Each map has been shown to be natural in X, replacing, if necessary, the

covering U with a refinement Upfq adapted to a T -equivariant map f : X Ñ Y .
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All maps preserve the Z-grading on the cohomology, except the map of Proposi-

tion 2.2.7. The latter does, however, preserve the Z{2Z-grading by odd and even

elements, since it is defined by taking the cup product with elements of HT , which

have even degree.

It remains to find the image of the Ť 2-invariants under the composite map above.

Let U Ä Ua be an open subset and let V Ä Vx be an open set such that V – U via

⇣T,t. Over U , the composite is equal to
±

HL2T pL2XqttuˆV –
±

HT2ˆT pL2X t,x
qttuˆV

–
±

HKpt,xqpL2X t,x
qttuˆV

–
±

HT {T paqpXa
qV ´x

–
±

HT pXa
qV ´x

where each product runs over all x P ⇣´1
T,t

paq. Note that

Vx ´ x “ Vx`mt ´ x ´ mt

for all m. We will show
$
&

%
π

x P ⇣´1
T,t

paq
HT pXa

qV ´x

,
.

-

Ť
2

“ HT pXa
qV ´x

by showing that Ť 2 merely permutes the indexing set of the product. This yields

our result via the isomorphism

G˚
T,t

pXqUa
pUq “ H˚

T
pXa

qbHT
OET,t

pU ´aq – H˚
T

pXa
qbHT

OtCpV ´xq “: HT pXa
qV ´x

induced by the canonical isomorphism V ´ x – U ´ a, as in Remark 2.5.7.

In other words, we must show that the action of m induces the identity map

HT {T paqpX
a
qVx`mt´x´mt “ HT {T paqpX

a
qVx´x.

To do this, it suffices to check the commutativity of two diagrams. The first diagram

is

HT2ˆT pL2X t,x`mt
qttuˆVx`mt

HKpt,x`mtqpL2X t,x`mt
qttuˆVx`mt

HT2ˆT pL2X t,x
qttuˆVx

HKpt,xqpL2X t,x
qttuˆVx

m
˚

m
˚

(3.19)
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where the vertical arrows are induced by the action of m on the spaces

EpT
2

ˆ T q ˆT2ˆT L2X t,x
›Ñ EpT

2
ˆ T q ˆT2ˆT L2X t,x`mt

and

EpKpt, xqq ˆKpt,xq L
2X t,x

›Ñ EpKpt, x ` mtqq ˆKpt,x`mtq L
2X t,x`mt.

The horizontal maps are defined, as in Proposition 2.2.7, using the Eilenberg-Moore

spectral sequences associated to the pullback diagrams

EpT
2

ˆ T q ˆT2ˆT L2X t,x BpT
2

ˆ T q

EpKpt, xqq ˆKpt,xq L2X t,x BpKpt, xqq

(3.20)

and

EpT
2

ˆ T q ˆT2ˆT L2X t,x`mt BpT
2

ˆ T q

EpKpt, x ` mtqq ˆKpt,x`mtq L2X t,x`mt BpKpt, x ` mtqq.
(3.21)

It is easily verified that the action of m induces an isomorphism from diagram (3.20)

to diagram (3.21), from which it follows that (3.19) commutes.

The second diagram to check is

HKpt,x`mtqpL2X t,x`mt
qttuˆVx`mt

HT {T paqpXa
qVx`mt´x´mt

HKpt,xqpL2X t,x
qttuˆVx

HT {T paqpXa
qVx´x

m
˚

(3.22)

with vertical maps induced by the action of m, ane horizontal maps as in the proof

of Lemma 3.7.3. By the proof of Lemma 3.7.3, diagram (3.22) commutes if

EpKpt, xqq ˆKpt,xq L2X t,x EpT {T paqq ˆT {T paq Xa

EpKpt, x ` mtqq ˆKpt,x`mtq L2X t,x`mt EpT {T paqq ˆT {T paq Xa

m

E⌫
´1ˆevt,x

E⌫
´1ˆevt,x`mt

(3.23)
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commutes, where evt,x : L2X t,x
– Xa is equivariant with respect to ⌫´1

: Kpt, xq –

T {T paq. To see that this commutes, note firstly that ⌫ is induced by the inclusion

T ãÑ T
2

ˆ T of the fixed points of the Weyl action pr, tq fiÑ pr, t ` mrq, which

implies that ⌫´1
˝ m “ ⌫´1. Secondly, note that the action of m on a loop � fixes

�p0, 0q, which implies that evt,x`mt ˝ m “ evt,x. These two observations imply the

commutativity of diagram (3.23), which completes the proof.

Remark 3.7.5. Our aim is now to determine the gluing maps associated to the

local description in Theorem 3.7.4. Let X be a finite T -CW complex, let U be a

cover adapted to SpXq, and let a, b P ET,t be such that Ua X Ub ‰ H. Choose

x P ⇣´1
T,t

paq and y P ⇣´1
T,t

pbq such that Vx XVy ‰ H, which implies that Vt,x XVt,y ‰ H.

It follows from Lemma 3.3.16 that either Xb
Ä Xa or Xa

Ä Xb. We may assume

that Xb
Ä Xa. Let U be an open subset in Ua XUb and let V Ä Vx XVy be such that

V – U via ⇣T,t. Let H be the subgroup of T generated by T paq and T pbq. Consider

the composite of isomorphisms

HT pXa
q bHT

OtCpV ´ xq – HT pXb
q bHT

OtCpV ´ xq

– HT {HpXb
q bHT

OtCpV ´ xq

– HT {HpXb
q bHT

OtCpV ´ yq

– HT pXb
q bHT

OtCpV ´ yq

The first map is induced by the inclusion Xb
Ä Xa, the second map and fourth

maps are induced by the change of groups map of Proposition 2.2.7, and the third

map is

id b t˚
y´x

: HT {HpXb
q bHT {H OtCpV ´ xq ›Ñ HT {HpXb

q bHT {H OtCpV ´ yq,

which is a well defined map of OtC-algebras, by Lemma 3.7.6. All maps thus preserve

the Z{2Z-graded OtC-algebra structure. We have a commutative diagram

V ´ x V ´ y

U ´ a U ´ b

ty´x

⇣T,t ⇣T,t

tb´a

of complex analytic isomorphisms. Via this diagram, the composite above is canon-
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ically identified with

HT pXa
q bHT

OET,t
pV ´ xq – HT pXb

q bHT
OET,t

pU ´ aq

– HT {HpXb
q bHT

OET,t
pU ´ aq

– HT {HpXb
q bHT

OET,t
pU ´ bq

– HT pXb
q bHT

OET,t
pU ´ bq,

where the fourth map is id b t˚
b´a

. This is the gluing map �b,a of Grojnowski’s

construction (see Remark 2.10), and we will show in Theorem 3.7.7 that this is the

gluing map associated to Theorem 3.7.4.

Lemma 3.7.6. With the hypotheses of Remark 3.7.5, the translation map

t˚
y´x

: OtCpV ´ xq ›Ñ OtCpV ´ yq

is HT {H-linear.

Proof. Let x “ x1t1 ` x2t2 and y “ y1t1 ` y2t2. By the same argument as in the

proof of Lemma 3.3.16, we have that

py1 ´ x1, y2 ´ x2q P LiepHq ˆ LiepHq,

since T paq, T pbq Ä H. Therefore

y ´ x “ py1 ´ x1qt1 ` py2 ´ x2qt2 P LiepHq bR pRt1 ` Rt2q “ LiepHq bR C.

This implies the result.

Theorem 3.7.7. With the hypotheses of Remark 3.7.5, the gluing map associated

to the local description in Theorem 3.7.4 on an open subset U Ä Ua X Ub is equal to

the composite map in Remark (3.7.5).

Proof. We must first make a few observations before we can make sense of the

diagram which we will use to prove the theorem. Let K be the subgroup of T2
ˆ T

generated by T pt, xq and T pt, yq. We have H Ä T X K, since

H “ xT paq, T pbqy “ xT X T pt, xq, T X T pt, yqy

Ä T X xT pt, xq, T pt, yqy “ T X K.
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Furthermore, the inclusion T Ä T
2

ˆ T induces an isomorphism T {pT X Kq –

pT
2
ˆT q{K, as may be verified by chasing a diagram analogous to (3.7). We therefore

have identifications

XTXK
“ Map

T
pT {pT X Kq, Xq – Map

T
ppT

2
ˆ T q{K,Xq “ pL2Xq

K
“ L2X t,y

– Xb,

where the mapping spaces Map
T

p´,´q of T -equivariant maps are identified with

fixed-point spaces by evaluating at 0 P T . The composite is T -equivariant if we let

T act on mapping spaces via the target space. Thus, Xb is fixed by T XK, and the

homeomorphism Xb
– LX t,y is equivariant with respect to T {pTXKq – pT

2
ˆT q{K.

Finally, note that Lemma 3.3.16 implies that

L2X t,y L2X t,x

Xb Xa

iy,x

– evt,y – evt,x

ib,a

(3.24)

commutes. Now, the diagram is as follows.

HT pXa
qV ´x HT {T paqpXa

qV ´x HKpt,xqpL2X t,x
qttuˆV HT2ˆT pL2X t,x

qttuˆV

HT pXb
qV ´x HT {T paqpXb

qV ´x HKpt,xqpL2X t,y
qttuˆV HT2ˆT pL2X t,y

qttuˆV

HT {HpXb
qV ´x HT {pTXKqpXb

qV ´x HpT2ˆT q{KpL2X t,y
qttuˆV HKpt,yqpL2X t,y

qttuˆV

HT {HpXb
qV ´y HT {pTXKqpXb

qV ´y HT {T pbqpXb
qV ´y

HT pXb
qV ´y

p1q p2q p1q

p3q p4q p3q

p5q p6q p4q

p3q

(3.25)

Each map is an isomorphism of OtCpV q-algebras, and is exactly one of the following

four types:
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• the change of groups map of Proposition 2.2.7 (if the target and source only

differ by equivariance group);

• the map induced by an inclusion of spaces (if the target and source only differ

by the topological space);

• the translation map id b t˚
y´x

of Remark 3.7.5 (these are the vertical maps of

region (5) - note that translation by y´x is HT {pTXKq-linear, since H Ä T XK);

or

• the map of Lemma 3.7.3, or a map obtained in a way exactly analogous to the

proof of Lemma 3.7.3 (see below).

We will show that diagram (3.25) commutes, which implies that the two outermost

paths from HT pXa
qV ´x to HT pXb

qV ´y are equal. This gives us the statement of the

theorem.

Each of the regions numbered in the diagram above commutes for the corresponding

reason stated below.

1. By naturality of the isomorphism of Proposition 2.2.7.

2. By naturality of the isomorphism of Lemma 3.7.3, along with diagram (3.24).

3. By Lemma 2.2.9.

4. This holds essentially because the homeomorphism Xb
– LX t,y is equivariant

with respect to the inclusion T Ä T
2

ˆ T . (See below for a more detailed

proof.)

5. This is obvious.

6. Note that both pt, xq and pt, yq are contained in the complexified Lie algebra

of K, and are therefore also in the kernel of

C
2

ˆ tC ⇣ LieppT
2

ˆ T q{KqC.
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Thus, in the proof of Lemma 3.7.3, we may translate by either pt, xq or pt, yq,

leading to the horizontal and diagonal maps, respectively. These two maps

evidently commute with the vertical map, which is id b t˚
y´x

.

In more detail, the claim of item 4 holds by a proof similar to that of Lemma

3.7.3. Indeed, the identification Xb
– LX t,y is equivariant with respect to the

isomorphisms T {pT X Kq – pT
2

ˆ T q{K, T {T paq – Kpt, xq and T {T pbq – Kpt, yq,

which are all induced by the inclusion T Ä T
2

ˆ T . This implies that, in the case of

the middle square, we have an isomorphism of the diagram

EpT {T paqq ˆT {T paq Xb BpT {T paqq

EpT {pT X Kqq ˆT {pTXKq Xb BpT {pT X Kqq,
(3.26)

which induces the left vertical map, and the diagram

EpKpt, xqq ˆKpt,xq L2X t,y BpKpt, xqq

EppT
2

ˆ T q{Kq ˆpT2ˆT q{K L2X t,y BppT
2

ˆ T q{Kq,
(3.27)

which induces the right vertical map. We therefore have a commutative square

HT {T paqpXb
q HKpt,xqpL2X t,y

q

HT {pTXKqpXb
q bHT {pTXKq HT {T paq HpT2ˆT q{KpL2X t,y

q bHpT2ˆT q{K HKpt,xq

of isomorphisms of HT {T paq – HKpt,xq-algebras. Then, to get isomorphisms of OtCpV q-

algebras, we tensor the left hand side over pa˝t´x and the right hand side over pt,x˝◆t,

as in diagram (3.17). One shows the commutativity of the other square labelled (4)

in exactly the same way, replacing T paq with T pbq and Kpt, xq with Kpt, yq.

Corollary 3.7.8. There is an isomorphism of cohomology theories

E``˚
T,t

– G˚
T,t
,

defined on the category of finite T -CW complexes and taking values in the category

of sheaves of Z{2Z-graded OET,t
-algebras.
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Proof. The local description of E``T,tpXq given in Theorems 3.7.4 and 3.7.7 amounts

to the natural isomorphism that we require. It is clear that this is compatible with

suspension isomorphisms since, in each theory, these are induced by the suspension

isomorphism in ordinary cohomology, by the proofs of Propositions 2.5.16 and 3.5.4.
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Chapter 4

Elliptic cohomology and single loops

In the 2014 paper [20], Kitchloo constructed, for a simple, simply-connected compact

Lie group G, a G-equivariant elliptic cohomology theory modeled on the loop group-

equivariant K-theory of the free loop space LX. Kitchloo noted in that paper that

he expects his theory to be closely related to Grojnowski’s theory, and we aim to

show in the next chapter that they are indeed isomorphic, for certain spaces X and

up to a twist by a line bundle.

In this chapter, we construct a cohomology theory that is in a sense intermediate be-

tween Kitchloo’s theory and Grojnowski’s theory. We first construct a holomorphic

sheaf KLT pLXq as an inverse limit of rings KTˆT pY q over the finite subcomplexes

Y of LX, where the torus T ˆ T arises as the maximal torus of an "extended loop

group" T ˙ LT . The inverse limit KLT pLXq is equipped with a natural action of

the associated Weyl group Ť , as is the underlying space of KLT pLXq, which is the

complexification C
ˆ

ˆTC of the maximal torus. One obtains an elliptic cohomology

theory from this by pushing forward over the quotient by the action of the Weyl

group, and then taking invariants to produce a coherent sheaf FT pXq. It turns out

that the underlying elliptic curves of this construction are the multiplicative curves

Cq indexed over q P D
ˆ, whereas those of the previous chapter were additive. Fi-

nally, we use the equivariant Chern character to show that the theory FT pXq, over

an elliptic curve Cq, is isomorphic to Grojnowski’s theory over E⌧ , where q “ e2⇡i⌧ .

75
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It follows that FT pXq is a cohomology theory in X.

We have tried to emphasise the parallelism between this construction and that of

the previous chapter. Indeed, the constructions are almost identical, after substi-

tuting equivariant K-theory for ordinary equivariant cohomology, and single loops

for double loops. There are however some important differences between the con-

structions, such as the fact that one is a Borel-equivariant theory and the other is

genuine equivariant theory, and this has made it necessary to treat them separately.

Unfortunately, this approach has resulted in many proofs being formally similar to

those of the previous chapter, but we have included them nevertheless, to convince

the reader of all the details.

Notation 4.0.1. We set some notation for use in this chapter and the next. We now

write T for the multiplicative circle S1
Ä C. The canonical isomorphism Ť bS1

– T

provides us with multiplicative coordinates for T . Furthermore, we have a canonical

inclusion of T into TC which is given by the map

Ť b T ãÑ Ť b C
ˆ,

induced by the inclusion S1 ãÑ C
ˆ.

4.1 The complex manifold CT

In this section we construct the complex manifold CT , which plays a role analogous

to that of ET in the previous chapter.

Definition 4.1.1. Let LT be the topological group of smooth maps T Ñ T , with

group multiplication defined pointwise. The group of rotations of T is also denoted

by T, which acts on itself by multiplication. We let a rotation r P T act on a loop

� P LT from the left by

r ¨ �psq “ �psr´1
q.

The extended loop group of T is the semidirect product

T ˙ LT,
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with group operation given by

pr, �psqqpr1, �1
psqq “ prr1, �psr1

q�1
psqq.

It is easily verified that the inverse of pr, �psqq is pr´1, �psr´1
qq

´1.

Remark 4.1.2. The extended loop group acts on the single free loop space

LX “ MappT, Xq

by

pr, �psqq ¨ �1
psq “ �pr´1sq�1

pr´1sq.

Remark 4.1.3 (Maximal torus and normaliser). The subgroup

T ˆ T Ä T ˙ LT

which is a product of the rotation group and the subgroup of constant loops T Ä LT

is a torus. In fact, Tˆ T is a maximal torus in T˙LT , because a nonconstant loop

� P LT does not commute with T. Let NpT ˆ T q be the normaliser of T ˆ T in

T ˙ LT . In the following proposition, we will consider the subgroup

Ť Ä LT

where we regard an element m in Ť “ HompT, T q Ä LT as a loop sm in T .

Proposition 4.1.4. The subgroup Ť Ä T ˙ LT is contained in NT˙LT pT ˆ T q, and

the composite map

Ť ãÑ NT˙LT pT ˆ T q ⇣ WT˙LT pT ˆ T q

is an isomorphism.

Proof. The first statement is clear, since for m P Ť , we have

p1, smqpr, tqp1, s´m
q “ pr, smrmtqp1, s´m

q “ pr, rmtq P T ˆ T.

For the second statement, we will define an inverse to the composite map in the

proposition. Let g P NT˙LT pTˆT q, and let rgs be its image in WT˙LT pTˆT q. Since
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we may translate and multiply g by constant loops without changing rgs, we can

find a loop � P LT with �p1q “ 1 such that rgs “ rp1, �qs. For pr, tq P TˆT , we have

p1, �psqqpr, tqp1, �psq
´1

q “ p1, r, �prsqt�psq
´1

q (4.1)

which must lie in T ˆ T . It follows that

�prsq�psq
´1

“ �prq

for all r, s P T, and so �prq�psq “ �prsq for all r, s P T. Therefore, � is an element of

Ť “ HompT, T q. The map rgs fiÑ � is well defined, since if g P T ˆ T then we could

choose � “ 1. It is clearly a homomorphism, and inverse to the composite map of

the proposition. This completes the proof.

Remark 4.1.5 (Weyl action). Let �psq “ sm be the loop corresponding to m P Ť .

It follows directly from equation (4.1) that the action of Ť on T ˆ T is given by

m ¨ pr, tq “ pr, rmtq.

The induced action on the complexification

C
ˆ

ˆ TC :“ C
ˆ

ˆ Ť b C
ˆ

of T ˆ T is given by the same formula, in which case we write it as

m ¨ pq, uq “ pq, qmuq.

Remark 4.1.6. Note that Dˆ
ˆTC is preserved by the Weyl action of Ť on C

ˆ
ˆTC.

Since the action of the first factor of Ť 2 on D
ˆ

ˆTC is free and properly discontinuous,

the quotient

 T : D
ˆ

ˆ TC ›Ñ Ť zpD
ˆ

ˆ TCq “: CT

is a complex manifold, and  T is a map of complex manifolds over Dˆ. On the fiber

over q, it restricts to the quotient map

 T,q : TC ›Ñ qŤ zTC “ CT,q.

Consider the complex analytic diagram

X`
ˆ tC H ˆ tC D

ˆ
ˆ TC

ET C
ˆ

zET CT .

⇣T

exp

C
ˆz⇣T  T
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We label the composite of the two upper arrows by �T and the two lower arrows by

�T . The two upper horizontal maps are given by

pt1, t2, xq fi›Ñ pt1{t2, x{t2q fi›Ñ pe2⇡it1{t2 , expp2⇡ipx{t2qqq.

It is easily verified that these are Ť 2-equivariant maps, where Ť 2 acts on H ˆ tC by

m ¨ p⌧, xq “ p⌧, x`m1⌧ `m2q, and the second factor of Ť 2 acts trivially on D
ˆ

ˆTC.

The middle vertical arrow labeled C
ˆ

z⇣T is the map induced by ⇣T on C
ˆ-orbits,

and the two lower horizontal arrows are the maps induced on Ť 2-orbits by the two

upper horizontal arrows. The restriction

�T,t : ET,t – CT,q

of �T to the fiber over t P X` is the isomorphism given by tensoring Ť with the

composite Et – Et1{t2 – Cq given by z fiÑ z{t2 fiÑ expp2⇡iz{t2q.

Definition 4.1.7. Let U be an open cover of T ˆ T adapted to S. For pq, uq P

D
ˆ

ˆ TC, we may write u “ qx1 expp2⇡ix2q for x1 unique in t and x2 P t unique

modulo Ť . In other words, pq, uq is the image of pt, x1, x2q under the composite map

X`
ˆ t ˆ t

⇠T
›Ñ X`

ˆ tC
�T
›Ñ D

ˆ
ˆ TC.

Consider the open subset

Vq,u :“ p�T ˝ ⇠T qpX`
ˆ Vx1,x2q Ä D

ˆ
ˆ TC.

We have pq, uq P Vq,u, since px1, x2q P Vx1,x2 . The set

tVq,uupq,uqPDˆˆTC

is an open cover of Dˆ
ˆ TC (with some redundant elements). The set

t T pVq,uqupq,uqPDˆˆTC

is an open cover of CT .

Definition 4.1.8. Let U be an open cover of T ˆ T adapted to S. Given a P CT,q,

define the open subset

Ua :“  T pVq,uq X CT,q
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where u P TC is any element satisfying a “  T, qpuq, so that a P Ua. The set of open

subsets tUauaPCT,q
is an open cover of CT,q. Furthermore, we have

Ua “ p T ˝ �T ˝ ⇠T qpX`
ˆ Vx1,x2q X CT,q

“ p�T ˝ ⇣T ˝ ⇠T qpX`
ˆ Vx1,x2q X CT,q

“ �T pp⇣T ˝ ⇠T qpX`
ˆ Vx1,x2q X ET,tq

“ �T,tpUaq

where, in the last lines, t is any element in X` satisfying q “ e2⇡it1{t2 , and Ua is an

element of the open cover of ET,t defined in Definition 3.2.10.

4.2 The equivariant K-theory of single loop spaces

The single loop space LX carries an action of TˆT , which is induced by the action

of T˙LT . We begin this section by defining the holomorphic sheaf KLT pLXq as an

inverse limit over all TˆT -equivariant K-theory rings of finite subcomplexes of LX,

as in the definition of HL2T pL2Xq. We then prove several technical lemmas, some of

which rely on the corresponding results in Section 3.3, concerning the relationship

between the fixed point subspaces LXq,u
Ä LX and the open cover Vq,u defined in

the previous chapter. Finally, we use these technical lemmas to prove localisation

results which are analogous to those obtained in Section 3.3.

Remark 4.2.1. Let X be a finite T -CW complex. Then LX is weakly T ˆ T -

homotopy equivalent to a T ˆ T -CW complex (by Theorem 1.1 in [25]).

Definition 4.2.2. Define the sheaf of ODˆˆTC-algebras

K˚
LT

pLXq :“ lim
–›

Y ÄLX finite
K˚

TˆT
pY qDˆˆTC

where the inverse limit runs over all finite T ˆ T -CW subcomplexes Y of LX.

Remark 4.2.3. The inverse limit sheaf K˚
LT

pLXq takes the value

lim
–›

Y ÄLX

K˚
TˆT

pY qU :“ lim
–›

Y ÄLX finite
K˚

TˆT
pY q bKTˆT

ODˆˆTCpUq

on an open set U Ä D
ˆ

ˆ TC. We have that K˚
LT

pL˚q “ ODˆˆTC , by construction.
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Remark 4.2.4. We have that K˚
LT

pL˚q “ ODˆˆTC , by construction.

Definition 4.2.5. Let pq, uq P D
ˆ

ˆ TC. Define the intersection

T pq, uq “

£

pq,uqPHC

H

of closed subgroups H Ä T ˆ T . For a T ˆ T -space Y , denote by Y q,u the subspace

of points fixed by T pq, uq.

Lemma 4.2.6 (Kitchloo, [20], Theorem 3.3). Let pq, uq P D
ˆ

ˆ TC and let ⌧ P H

such that q “ e2⇡i⌧ . Write u “ qx1 expp2⇡ix2q where x1 P t is unique and x2 P t is

unique modulo Ť . We have

T pq, uq “ xexpp2⇡ipr, x1rqq, expp2⇡ix2qyrPR Ä T ˆ T

and

T pq, uq X T “ T paq.

Proof. Recall that

C
ˆ

ˆ TC “ HompT̂ ˆ T̂ ,Cˆ
q.

By definition of T pq, uq, the map pq, uq : T̂ ˆ T̂ Ñ C
ˆ, which is given by evaluation

at pq, uq, factors uniquely

T̂ ˆ T̂ C
ˆ

T̂ pq, uq

pq,uq

⇢
� (4.2)

where ⇢ is given by restriction of characters. Since T pq, uq is the smallest subgroup

to have this property, the map � is an isomorphism of T̂ pq, uq onto the image of

pq, uq. Therefore, the kernel of pq, uq is equal to the kernel of ⇢, which says that an

irreducible character of TˆT is trivial on pq, uq if and only if it is trivial on T pq, uq.

Furthermore, T pq, uq is completely determined by the irreducible characters of TˆT

which restrict trivially to it, by the Pontryagin duality theorem.

An irreducible character µ P T̂ ˆ T̂ is trivial on pq, uq if and only if µp⌧, x1⌧ ` x2q “

⌧µp1, x1q ` µp0, x2q P Z, which holds if and only if µp1, x1q “ 0 and µp0, x2q P Z.
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This means that µ is trivial on the subgroup

xexpp2⇡ipr, x1rqq, expp2⇡ix2qyrPR Ä T ˆ T

which is equal to T pq, uq, by the reasoning above. To prove the second statement,

notice that we have

T pq, uq X T “ xexpp2⇡ix1q, expp2⇡ix2qy.

since the intersection of T pq, uq with T is the subset of points where r is an integer.

We identify the additive circle R{Z with the multiplicative circle S1
Ä C

ˆ via the

map induced by exp : 2⇡iR Ñ S1. Therefore, expp2⇡ix1q “ ⇡px1q and expp2⇡ix2q “

⇡px2q, so that

T pq, uq X T “ T paq.

Lemma 4.2.7. Let  T pq, uq “ a. There is a short exact sequence of compact abelian

groups

1 Ñ T paq ãÑ T pq, uq ⇣ T Ñ 1

where T pq, uq ⇣ T is the restriction of the projection T ˆ T ⇣ T.

Proof. By the description in Lemma 4.2.6, the projection of T pq, uq Ä T ˆ T onto

T is surjective, and has kernel T pq, uq X T “ T paq.

Notation 4.2.8. Write

pa : T ⇣ T {T paq and pq,u : T ˆ T ⇣ pT ˆ T q{T pq, uq

for the quotient maps, and let

◆1 : T ãÑ T ˆ T

denote the inclusion of groups.
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Remark 4.2.9. It follows from Lemma 4.2.7 that there is a commutative diagram

T paq T T {T paq

T pq, uq T ˆ T pT ˆ T q{T pq, uq

T T 1

pa

◆1 ⌘

pq,u (4.3)

where ⌘ is induced by ◆1.

Lemma 4.2.10. The map ⌘ of diagram (4.3) is an isomorphism.

Proof. By Lemma 4.2.7, the left hand column is a short exact sequence. It is obvious

that the middle column is a short exact sequence, as are all rows. It follows by a

straightforward diagram chase that ⌘ is an isomorphism.

Remark 4.2.11. For a finite T -CW complex X, there is an action of TˆT on LX

which is induced by the action of T ˙ LT on LX. Let LXq,u denote the subspace

of LX fixed by T pq, uq. Let

ev : LX X

denote the T -equivariant map given by evaluation at 1.

Lemma 4.2.12 (Kitchloo, [20], Corollary 3.4). Let pq, uq P D
ˆ

ˆ TC and write

u “ qx1 expp2⇡ix2q. We have

LXq,u
“ t� P LX | �psq “ sx1 ¨ z, z P Xa

u.

Proof. By Lemma 4.2.6, a loop � P LX is fixed by T pq, uq if and only if

�psq “ pr, rx1q ¨ �psq “ rx1 ¨ �psr´1
q

and

�psq “ expp2⇡ix2q ¨ �psq

for all r, s P T. By setting s “ r, one sees that this is true if and only if

�prq “ rx1 ¨ �p1q
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and �p1q P Xa for a “  T pq, uq. Therefore,

LXq,u
“ t� P LX | �psq “ sx1 ¨ z, z P Xa

u.

Lemma 4.2.13. The map ev induces a T {T paq-equivariant homeomorphism

evq,u : LXq,u Xa.–

natural in X, and equivariant with respect to ⌘.

Proof. This is evident by Lemma 4.2.12.

Remark 4.2.14. The subspace LXq,u
Ä LX is a TˆT -equivariant CW subcomplex,

consisting of those equivariant cells in LX whose isotropy group contains T pq, uq.

In fact, it follows easily from Proposition 4.2.13 that LXq,u is a finite T ˆ T -CW

complex, since X is finite.

Lemma 4.2.15. Let X be a finite T -CW complex and let U be an open cover of TˆT

adapted to SpXq. Let pq, uq, pq1, vq P D
ˆ

ˆ TC, with a “  T pq, uq and b “  T pq1, vq.

We have the following.

1. If Vq,u X Vq1,v ‰ H, then either Xb
Ä Xa

or Xa
Ä Xb

.

2. If Vq,u X Vq1,v ‰ H and Xb
Ä Xa

, then LXq
1
,v

Ä LXq,u
.

Proof. Since Vq,u X Vq1,v ‰ H, by Definition 4.1.7 there exist x1, y1 unique in t, and

x2, y2 P t unique modulo Ť , such that

Vx1,x2 X Vy1,y2 ‰ H,

where u “ qx1 expp2⇡ix2q and v “ pq1
q
y1 expp2⇡iy2q. This implies that

Ua1,a2 X Ub1,b2 ‰ H,

for ai “ ⇡T pxiq and bi “ ⇡T pyiq. Note that a2, b2 only depend on x2, y2 modulo

Ť “ kerp⇡T q. So, by the second property of an adapted cover, we have either
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pa1, a2q § pb1, b2q or pb1, b2q § pa1, a2q. This implies that either Xb
Ä Xa or Xa

Ä

Xb, which yields the first part of the result.

For the second part, assume that Xb
Ä Xa, and let � P LXq

1
,v. By the description

in Lemma 4.2.12, we have

�psq “ sy1 ¨ z

for some z P Xb
Ä Xa. Let H P SpXq be the isotropy group of z, so that ai, bi P H

for i “ 1, 2. The condition

Vx1,x2 X Vy1,y2 ‰ H

implies by Lemma 3.2.8 that

px1, x2q ´ py1, y2q P ⇡´1
pH ˆ Hq

0
“ LiepHq ˆ LiepHq.

In particular,

x1 ´ y1 P LiepHq.

We can now write
�prq “ sy1 ¨ z

“ sy1 ¨ psx1´y1 ¨ zq

“ sx1 ¨ z,

which is a loop in LXq,u since z P Xa. This yields the second part of the result.

Lemma 4.2.16. Let X be a finite T -CW complex and let U be a cover adapted to

SpXq. If pq1, vq P Vq,u, then LXq
1
,v

Ä LXq,u
.

Proof. Since pq1, vq P Vq,u, by Definition 4.1.7 there exist x1, y1 unique in t, and x2, y2

unique in t modulo Ť , such that

py1, y2q P Vx1,x2 Ä t ˆ t

and u “ qx1 expp2⇡ix2q and v “ pq1
q
y1 expp2⇡iy2q. Therefore,

pb1, b2q P Ua1,a2 Ä T ˆ T

where ai “ ⇡pxiq and bi “ ⇡pyiq. Note that a2 and b2 only depend on x2 and y2

modulo Ť . It follows that pa1, a2q § pb1, b2q by Lemma 3.2.6, so that Xb
Ä Xa, since

U is adapted to SpXq. Lemma 4.2.15 yields the result.
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Proposition 4.2.17. Let Y Ä LX be a finite TˆT -CW subcomplex. The inclusion

Y q,u
Ä Y induces an isomorphism of Z{2Z-graded OVq,u

-algebras

K˚
TˆT

pY qVq,u
›Ñ K˚

TˆT
pY q,u

qVq,u
.

Proof. Let pq1, vq P Vq,u. Then LXq
1
,v

Ä LXq,u by Lemma 4.2.16, which implies that

Y q
1
,v

Ä Y q,u. Consider the commutative diagram

K˚
TˆT

pY qVq,u
K˚

TˆT
pY q,u

qVq,u

K˚
TˆT

pY q
1
,v

qVq,u
,

(4.4)

induced by the evident inclusions. Taking stalks at pq1, vq, Theorem 2.3.18 implies

that the two diagonal maps are isomorphisms, and so the horizontal map is also an

isomorphism. Therefore, the horizontal map is an isomorphism of OVq,u
-algebras.

Corollary 4.2.18. The inclusion LXq,u
Ä LX induces an isomorphism of OVq,u

-

algebras

K˚
LT

pLXqVq,u
– K˚

TˆT
pLXq,u

qVq,u
,

natural in X. In particular, we have an isomorphism of stalks

K˚
LT

pLXqq,u – K˚
TˆT

pLXq,u
qq,u.

Proof. It follows from Definition 4.2.2 and Proposition 4.2.17 that

K˚
LT

pLXqVq,u
“ lim

–›Y ÄLX
K˚

TˆT
pY qVq,u

– lim
–›Y ÄLX

K˚
TˆT

pY q,u
qVq,u

“ K˚
TˆT

pLXq,u
qVq,u

.

The final equality holds by definition of the inverse limit, since each Y q,u is contained

in the finite T ˆ T -CW subcomplex LXq,u
Ä LX. We can show naturality with

respect to a T -equivariant map f : X Ñ Y by refining the cover U so that it is

adapted to Spfq. The isomorphism is then natural in X by the functoriality of

K-theory.

Remark 4.2.19. It follows from Corollary 4.2.18 that K˚
LT

pLXq is a coherent sheaf,

since LXq,u is a finite T ˆ T -CW complex.
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4.3 Construction of the sheaf F ˚

T pXq over CT

We begin this section by showing that K˚
LT

pLXq has a more computable description.

We then use this description to study the action of the Weyl group Ť on the sheaf

KLT pLXq, which is induced both by the T˙LT -action on LX and the Weyl action

on TˆT . Finally, we define the sheaf F˚
T

pXq as the Ť -invariants of the pushforward

of KLT pLXq along  T : D
ˆ

ˆ TC ⇣ CT .

Definition 4.3.1. Let DpXq denote the set of finite TˆT -CW complexes generated

by the set

tLXq,u
upq,uqPDˆˆTC

under finite unions and finite intersections. The set DpXq is partially ordered by

inclusion.

Lemma 4.3.2. There is an isomorphism of Z{2Z-graded ODˆˆTC-algebras

K˚
LT

pLXq – lim
–›

Y PDpXq
K˚

TˆT
pY qDˆˆTC

natural in X.

Proof. Consider the union

S :“

§

pq,uqPDˆˆTC

LXq,u
Ä LX.

Notice that S is a T ˆ T -CW subcomplex of LX, and that S containes

For each finite T ˆ T -CW subcomplex Y Ä LX, we have an inclusion Y X S ãÑ Y .

The induced map of Z{2Z-graded ODˆˆTC-algebras

lim
–›

Y ÄLX finite
K˚

TˆT
pY qDˆˆTC Ñ lim

–›
Y ÄLX finite

K˚
TˆT

pY X SqDˆˆTC (4.5)

is natural in X, by the functoriality of K-theory. Let pq, uq be an arbitrary point. By

Corollary 4.2.18, the map (4.5) induces an isomorphism of stalks at pq, uq because

S contains LXq,u. Therefore, the map (4.5) is an isomorphism of sheaves.
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It is clear that the set tS X Y |Y Ä LX finiteu is equal to the set of all finite

equivariant subcomplexes of S. Therefore, the target of map (4.5) is equal to the

inverse limit

lim
–›

Y ÄS finite
K˚

TˆT
pY qDˆˆTC (4.6)

over all finite TˆT -equivariant subcomplexes Y Ä S. Any such Y , since it is finite,

is contained in the union of finitely many LXq,u, which is also a finite T ˆ T -CW

complex. Therefore, by definition of the inverse limit, (4.6) is equal to

lim
–›

Y PDpXq
K˚

TˆT
pY qDˆˆTC ,

which yields the first isomorphism.

Remark 4.3.3. Lemma 4.3.2 means that we can define K˚
LT

pLXq without putting

a T ˆ T -CW complex structure on LX.

Remark 4.3.4. Recall that � P LT acts on �1
P LX by the pointwise action

�psq ¨ �1
psq induced by the action of T on X. Therefore, the group Ť “ HompT, T q

acts on LX via its inclusion into LT . Let pq, uq P D
ˆ

ˆ TC and write u “

qx1 expp2⇡ix2q. If m P Ť , then qmu “ qx1`m
expp2⇡ix2q. The action of m on

LX induces a homeomorphism

m : LXq,u
– m ¨ LXq,u

“ LXq,q
m
u

sx1 ¨ z fiÑ sx1`m
¨ z

which is equivariant with respect to the Weyl action wm : T ˆ T – T ˆ T of m (see

Remark 4.1.5). Applying the change of groups map corresponding to wm followed

by pullback along m yields an isomorphism of graded rings

m˚
: K˚

TˆT
pLXq,q

m
u
q

wm̊

››Ñ K˚
TˆT

pLXq,q
m
u
q
m̊
››Ñ K˚

TˆT
pLXq,u

q. (4.7)

This sends, for example, the trivial bundle Cµ Ñ LXq,q
m
u corresponding to µ P

T̂ pq, qmuq to the trivial bundle Cm˚µ Ñ LXq,u, where m˚µ denotes the pullback of

µ along wm : T pq, uq – T pq, qmuq. Thus,

m˚
Cµ “ Cm˚µ.
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Let !m : D
ˆ

ˆ TC Ñ D
ˆ

ˆ TC be the action map pq, uq fiÑ pq, qmuq of m. The map

m˚ induces an isomorphism of sheaves

!˚
m
K˚

TˆT
pLXq,q

m
u
qDˆˆTC

–
›Ñ K˚

TˆT
pLXq,u

qDˆˆTC .

We obtain a similar map for any Y P DpXq by replacing LXq,u by Y and LXq,q
m
u

by m ¨ Y , which is also in DpXq. Since they are induced by the action of m on

LX, the family of maps thus produced is compatible with inclusions in DpXq. By

Lemma 4.3.2, we therefore have an isomorphism of inverse limits

!˚
m
K˚

LT
pLXq Ñ K˚

LT
pLXq.

For each pq, uq, this induces an isomorphism, also denoted m˚,

m˚
: K˚

TˆT
pLXq,q

m
u
qpq,qmuq ›Ñ K˚

TˆT
pLXq,u

qpq,uq

rV s b g fi›Ñ m˚
rV s b m˚g

(4.8)

from the stalk at pq, qmuq to the stalk at pq, uq. We write m˚g as shorthand for !˚
m
g.

Since it is induced by a group action, the collection of isomorphisms

t!˚
m
K˚

LT
pLXq

m
›Ñ K˚

LT
pLXqu

mPŤ

defines an action of Ť on K˚
LT

pLXq. We have therefore proved the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3.5. There is a Ť -equivariant structure on the sheaf K˚
LT

pLXq of Z{2Z-

graded ODˆˆTC-algebras, given on stalks by the isomorphism (4.8).

Proof. See Remark 4.3.4.

We denote by ◆q the inclusion of the fiber TC ãÑ D
ˆ

ˆ TC over q P D
ˆ. We have a

commutative diagram of complex manifolds

TC D
ˆ

ˆ TC

CT,q CT .

◆q

 T,q  T

With Remark 4.2.19 in mind, we make the following definition.
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Definition 4.3.6. Define the sheaf of Z{2Z-graded OCT
-algebras

F˚
T

pXq :“ pp T q˚ K˚
LT

pLXqq
Ť .

Define the sheaf of Z{2Z-graded OCT,q
-algebras

F˚
T,q

pXq :“ pp T,qq˚ ◆
˚
q
KLT pLXqq

Ť .

Remark 4.3.7. We have that

F˚
T

pptq “ pp T q˚ODˆˆTCq
Ť

“ OCT

and
F˚

T,q
pptq “ pp T,qq˚OTCq

Ť

“ OCT,q
,

by construction.

4.4 The suspension isomorphism

We now show that F˚
T

pXq inherits a suspension isomorphism from equivariant K-

theory (see Definition 2.3.3). To do this, we first need a Lemma to which tells us

how the suspension functor interacts with the free loop space functor.

Remark 4.4.1. We regard the free loop space LpS1
^X`q as a pointed Tˆ T -CW

complex with basepoint given by the loop �˚ : T Ñ pt Ä S1
^ X`. Since the

basepoint of S1
^ X` is fixed by T , the loop �˚ is fixed by T ˆ T , and so it is

contained in LpS1
^X`q

q,u for all pq, uq. Therefore, each Y P DpS1
^X`q is a based

subcomplex of LpS1
^ X`q.

Lemma 4.4.2. For each pq, uq P D
ˆ

ˆ TC, we have an equality

LpS1
^ X`q

q,u
“ S1

^ LXq,u

`

of subsets of LpS1
^ X`q.
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Proof. Suppose that � is a loop in LpS1
ˆ X`q

q,u sending s fiÑ p�1psq, �2psqq. Write

�p1q “ pz1, z2q and u “ qx1 expp2⇡ix2q. The loop � is fixed by T pq, uq if and only if

p�1psq, �2psqq “ rx1 ¨ p�1psr
´1

q, �2psr´1
qq “ p�1psr´1

q, rx1 ¨ �2psr
´1

qq

for all r, s P T, where S1 is fixed by T . Setting r “ s, one sees that this is true if

and only if

p�1prq, �2prqq “ p�1p1q, rx1 ¨ �2p1qq P S1
ˆ LXq,u.

Therefore, we have an equality

LpS1
ˆ X`q

q,u
“ S1

ˆ LXq,u

` .

To prove the equality of the lemma, consider that the image of � is contained in

1 ˆ X` Y S1
ˆ pt if and only if, for each s, we have either �1psq “ 1 or �2psq “ pt.

By the above calculation, this is true if and only if �1psq “ 1 for all s, or �2psq “ pt

for all s, which is true if and only if � P 1 ˆ LXq,u
Y S1

ˆ pt. The equality of the

lemma follows.

Definition 4.4.3. For a pointed finite T -CW complex X, define

F̃T pXq :“ kerpF0
T

pXq Ñ F0
T

pptqq

Proposition 4.4.4. Let X be a finite T -CW complex. We have

F´1
T

pXq “ F̃T pS1
^ X`q.

Proof. We will show that there are equalities

F´1
T

pXq :“ pp T q˚ lim
–›Y PDpXq K

´1
TˆT

pY qDˆˆTCq
Ť

:“ pp T q˚ lim
–›Y PDpXq K̃TˆT pS1

^ Y`qDˆˆTCq
Ť

“ pp T q˚ lim
–›Y PDpS1^X`q K̃TˆT pY qDˆˆTCq

Ť

“: pp T q˚ lim
–›Y PDpS1^X`q kerpK

0
TˆT

pY q Ñ K0
TˆT

pptqqDˆˆTCq
Ť

“ kerpF0
T

pS1
^ X`q Ñ F0

T
pptqq

“: F̃T pS1
^ X`q.
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The third line holds because the equality LpS1
^ X`q

q,u
“ S1

^ LXq,u

` of Lemma

4.4.2 is an equality of subsets of LpS1
^ X`q. It therefore extends to an equality of

sets partially ordered by inclusion

DpS1
^ X`q “ tS1

^ Y`uY PDpXq.

The fifth equality holds since the inverse limit is a right adjoint functor, and therefore

respects all limits, including kernels. The remaining equalities hold by definition.

Remark 4.4.5. By an argument exactly analogous to that of Remark 3.5.5, the

map sending X fiÑ ÄE``
˚
T

pXq defines a reduced cohomology theory on finite T -CW

complexes, once it is equipped with the suspension isomorphisms of Proposition

4.4.4.

4.5 A local description

In this section, given a finite T -CW complex X, we obtain a local description of the

sheaf FT,q over a cover adapted to X. We then use the local description to show

that FT,qpXq is naturally isomorphic to Grojnowski’s construction for the curve E⌧ ,

where ⌧ P H is any complex number satisfying q “ e2⇡i⌧ . This isomorphism turns

out to be compatible with suspension isomorphisms, so that it is an isomorphism of

cohomology theories on finite T -CW complexes.

Notation 4.5.1. Let tq,u denote translation by pq, uq in C
ˆ

ˆTC, and tu translation

by u in TC. If f is a map of compact Lie groups, we will abuse notation and also

write f for the induced map of complex Lie groups.

Remark 4.5.2. It will be essential to the proof of the following Lemma to show

that the diagram
TC pT {T paqqC

C
ˆ

ˆ TC ppT ˆ T q{T pq, uqqC

pa˝t
u´1

◆q ⌘–
pq,u

(4.9)

commutes.
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Lemma 4.5.3. There is an isomorphism of sheaves of OTC-algebras

t˚
u´1 p˚

a
KT {T paqpX

a
q – ◆˚

q
p˚
q,u

KpTˆT q{T pq,uqpLX
q,u

q

natural in X, which sends an element of the form rV s b f to rev˚
q,u
V s b f .

Proof. The map evq,u of Proposition 4.2.13 induces a natural isomorphism of KT {T paq-

algebras

KT {T paqpX
a
q – KpTˆT q{T pq,uqpLX

q,u
q,

sending rV s to rev˚
q,u
V s. The ring KT {T paq acts on the target via the isomorphism

KpTˆT q{T pq,uq – KT {T paq

induced by ⌘. Thus, we have an isomorphism of OTC{T paqC-algebras

KT {T paqpX
a
q – ⌘˚ KpTˆT q{T pq,uqpLX

q,u
q,

and hence an isomorphism of OTC-algebras,

t˚
u´1 p˚

a
KT {T paqpX

a
q – t˚

u´1 p˚
a
⌘˚ KpTˆT q{T pq,uqpLX

q,u
q

natural in X.

We now show that diagram (4.9) commutes, from which the result follows immedi-

ately. By the commutativity of diagram (4.3), we have

⌘ ˝ pa “ pq,u ˝ ◆1.

By taking the complexification of the diagram

T pq, uq T ˆ T

1 pT ˆ T q{T pq, uq

of compact abelian groups, we see that pq, uq lies in the kernel of

pq,u : C
ˆ

ˆ TC ⇣ ppT ˆ T q{T pq, uqqC.

Therefore,

pq,u “ pq,u ˝ tq,u,
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and we have
⌘ ˝ pa “ pq,u ˝ tq,u ˝ ◆1

“ pq,u ˝ ◆q ˝ tu.

Composing on the right by tu´1 now yields the commutativity of diagram (4.9).

Remark 4.5.4. Let X be a finite T -CW complex and let U be a cover adapted

to SpXq. Let Vu be the component of  ´1
T,q

pUaq Ä TC containing u P  ´1
T,q

paq, and

choose open subsets V Ä Vu and U Ä Ua such that V – U via  T,q. Consider the

sheaf pt˚
u´1 KT pXa

qqVu
, whose value on V is given by

KT pXa
q bKT

OTCpV u´1
q.

The map  T,q induces a complex analytic isomorphism V u´1
– Ua´1 around 1 P TC,

by means of which holomorphic functions on V u´1 and Ua´1 are identified. We

therefore have a canonical isomorphism of OUa
-algebras

pt˚
u´1 KT pXa

qqVu
– pt˚

a´1 KT pXa
qqUa

where the latter sheaf takes the value

KT pXa
qUa´1 :“ KT pXa

q bKT
OCT,q

pUa´1
q

on U Ä Ua.

Theorem 4.5.5. Recall the setup in Remark 4.5.4. There is an isomorphism of

OUa
-algebras

FT,qpXqUa
– pt˚

a´1 KT pXa
qqUa

natural in X.

Proof. We have shown that there exist isomorphisms of OUa
-algebras

pp T,qq˚ ◆˚q KLT pLXqqUa
–

±
uP ´1

T,q
paqp◆

˚
q
KTˆT pLXq,u

qqVu

–
±

uP ´1
T,q

paqp◆
˚
q
p˚
q,u

KpTˆT q{T pq,uqpLXq,u
qqVu

–
±

uP ´1
T,q

paqpt
˚
u´1 p˚

a
KT {T paqpXa

qqVu

–
±

uP ´1
T,q

paqpt
˚
u´1 KT pXa

qqVu

“
±

uP ´1
T,q

paqpt
˚
a´1 KT pXa

qqUa
.
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The first map is the isomorphism of Corollary 4.2.18. The second and fourth maps

are the isomorphism of Proposition 2.3.16. The third map is the isomorphism of

Lemma 4.5.3. The final equality follows from Remark 4.5.4. Each isomorphism

has been shown to preserve the algebra structure, and to be natural in X, once we

replace the covering UpXq with a refinement Upfq adapted to a T -equivariant map

f : X Ñ Y .

We now show that, under this chain of isomorphisms, the action of m P Ť maps the

factor of
π

uP ´1
T,q

paq
pt˚

a´1 KT pXa
qqUa

,

corresponding to pq, qmuq identically onto the factor corresponding to pq, uq. In other

words, we will show that the Ť -action merely permutes the factors, from which the

result will follow immediately.

On the factor corresponding to pq, uq, the second, third and fourth maps become

maps of OpVuq-modules

KTˆT pLXq,u
q bKTˆT

OpVq,uq ›Ñ KpTˆT q{T pq,uqpLXq,u
q bKpTˆT q{T pq,uq OpVuq

›Ñ KT {T paqpXa
q bKT {T paq Opu´1Vuq

›Ñ KT pXa
q bKT

Opu´1Vuq.

We use �q,u to denote this chain of maps. Note that for any two u, u1
P  ´1

T,q
paq,

we have u´1Uu “ pu1
q

´1Uu1 , since u1
“ qmu for some m P Ť , and Uu1 “ qmUu. The

result will follow if we can show that

�q,u ˝ m˚
“ �q,qmu (4.10)

is the identity for all m, u. First we find an expression for �q,u.

Recall that a T ˆ T -equivariant vector bundle V over LXq,u splits as a direct sum

V –

à

µPT̂ pq,uq
Vµ

where T pq, uq acts on the fibers of Vµ via the character µ. Consider the surjective

map T̂ˆ T̂ ⇣ T̂ pq, uq induced by the inclusion T pq, uq ãÑ TˆT . Let µ P T̂ pq, uq and
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choose a preimage pn, µ̄q P T̂ˆ T̂ of µ. It is sufficient to calculate �q,u on an element

of the form rVµs b f . Recall the change of groups formula of Theorem 2.3.13. The

first two maps in the composite map �q,u are

rVµs b fpzq fiÑ rVµ b C´pn,µ̄qs b qnzµ̄fpzq

fiÑ rpev´1
q,u

q
˚
pVµ b C´pn,µ̄qqs b qnpuz1

q
µ̄fpuz1

q

where z “ uz1
P Vu, so that z1

P u´1Vu. Applying the final map in the composite

�q,u yields the expression

�q,uprVµs b fq “ rpev´1
q,u

q
˚
pVµ b C´pn,µ̄qq b Cµ̄s b qnuµ̄t˚

u
f. (4.11)

By Theorem 2.3.13, this does not depend on the choice of pn, µ̄q.

Now that we have an expression for �q,u, we will show that equation (4.10) holds

using the formulas in Remark (4.3.4). We have

p�q,u ˝ m˚
q prVµs b fq “ �q,uprm˚Vµs b m˚fq

“ rpev´1
q,u

q
˚
pm˚Vµ b C´pmq˚pn,µ̄qq b Cµ̄s b qnpqmuq

µ̄t˚
u
m˚f

“ rpev´1
q,u

q
˚
pm˚Vµ b m˚

C´pn,µ̄qq b Cµ̄s b qnpqmuq
µ̄t˚

u
t˚
qm
f

“ rpm ˝ pev´1
q,u

qq
˚
pVµ b C´pn,µ̄qq b Cµ̄s b qnpqmuq

µ̄t˚
qmu

f

“ rpev´1
q,qmuq

˚
pVµ b C´pn,µ̄qq b Cµ̄s b qnpqmuq

µ̄t˚
qmu

f

“ �q,qmuprVµs b fq.

(4.12)

The fifth equality holds since

evq,qmu “ m ˝ ev´1
q,u
.

This completes the proof.

Remark 4.5.6. Our aim is now to determine the gluing maps associated to the local

description in Theorem 4.5.5. Let X be a finite T -CW complex, let U be a cover

adapted to SpXq, and let a, b P CT,q such that Ua X Ub ‰ H. Choose u P  ´1
T,q

paq

and v P  ´1
T,q

pbq such that Vu X Vv ‰ H. Therefore Vq,u X Vq,v ‰ H, and by Lemma

4.2.15 we have either Xb
Ä Xa or Xa

Ä Xb. We may assume that Xb
Ä Xa. Let

U be an open subset of Ua X Ub and let V Ä Vu X Vv be such that V – U via  T,q.
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Let H be the subgroup of T generated by T paq and T pbq. Consider the composite

of isomorphisms

KT pXa
q bKT

OTCpV u´1
q – KT pXb

q bKT
OTCpV u´1

q

– KT {HpXb
q bKT

OTCpV u´1
q

– KT {HpXb
q bKT

OTCpV u´1
q

– KT pXb
q bKT

OTCpV u´1
q

The first map is induced by the inclusion ib,a : Xb ãÑ Xa, the second and fourth

maps are induced by the change of groups map of Proposition 2.3.13, and the third

map is

id b t˚
vu´1 : KT {HpXb

q bKT {H OTCpV u´1
q ›Ñ KT {HpXb

q bKT {H OTCpV v´1
q

which is a well defined map of OTC-algebras, by Lemma 4.5.7. Thus, all maps pre-

serve the OTC-algebra structure and it is straightforward to show that the composite

sends an element rV�s b f to

ri˚
b,a
V�s b pvu´1

q
�̄t˚

vu´1f. (4.13)

We have a commutative diagram

V u´1 V v´1

Ua´1 Ub´1

t
vu´1

 T,q  T,q

t
ba´1

of complex analytic isomorphisms. Via this diagram, the composite above is canon-

ically identified with

KT pXa
q bKT

OCT,q
pUa´1

q – KT pXb
q bKT

OCT,q
pUa´1

q

– KT {HpXb
q bKT

OCT,q
pUa´1

q

– KT {HpXb
q bKT

OCT,q
pUb´1

q

– KT pXb
q bKT

OCT,q
pUb´1

q,

by analogy with Grojnowski’s construction. We will show in Theorem 4.5.8 that

this is the gluing map associated to Theorem 4.5.5.

Lemma 4.5.7. With the hypotheses of Remark 4.5.6, the translation map

t˚
vu´1 : OTCpV u´1

q ›Ñ OTCpV v´1
q

is KT {H-linear.
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Proof. Let u “ expp2⇡ipx1⌧`x2qq and v “ expp2⇡ipy1⌧`y2qq. Since Vq,uXVq1,v ‰ H,

by the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.2.15 we have that

py1 ´ x1, y2 ´ x2q P LiepHq ˆ LiepHq,

since T paq, T pbq Ä H. Therefore

vu´1
“ expp2⇡ipy1 ´ x1q⌧ ` 2⇡ipy2 ´ x2qq

P expp2⇡iLiepHq⌧ ` 2⇡iLiepHqq “ expp2⇡iLiepHqCq Ä HC.

This implies the result.

Theorem 4.5.8. With the hypotheses of Remark 4.5.6, the gluing map associated

to the local description in Theorem 4.5.5 on an open subset U Ä Ua X Ub is equal to

the composite map in Remark 4.5.6.

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram

LXq,v LXq,u

Xb Xa.

iv,u

– evq,v – evq,u

ib,a
(4.14)

It suffices to calculate the gluing map

�q,v ˝ i˚
v,u

˝ �
´1
q,u
,

on an element of the form

rV�s b f P KT pXa
q bKT

OTCpV u´1
q.

Choose �̄ P T̂ restricting to � P T̂ paq. It is straightforward to check, using the

formula (4.11) for �q,u, that

�
´1
q,u

prV�s b fqprev˚
q,u

pV� b C´�̄q b Cp0,�̄qs b t˚
u´1pu´�̄fq.
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We therefore have

p�q,v ˝ i˚
v,u

˝ �
´1
q,u

qprV�s b fq “ p�q,v ˝ i˚
v,u

qprev˚
q,u

pV� b C´�̄q b Cp0,�̄qs b t˚
u´1pu´�̄fqq

“ �q,vpri˚
v,u

pev˚
q,u

pV� b C´�̄q b Cp0,�̄qqs b t˚
u´1pu´�̄fqq

“ �q,vprpevq,u ˝ iv,uq
˚
pV� b C´�̄q b Cp0,�̄qs b t˚

u´1pu´�̄fqq

“ rpev´1
q,v

q
˚
ppevq,u ˝ iv,uq

˚
pV� b C´�̄q b Cp0,�̄q b C´pn,�̄qq b C�̄s b qnv�̄t˚

v
t˚
u´1pu´�̄fq

“ rpevq,u ˝ iv,u ˝ ev´1
q,v

q
˚
pV� b C´�̄q b C�̄s b v�̄t˚

vu´1pu´�̄fq

“ ri˚
b,a

pV� b C´�̄q b C�̄s b v�̄t˚
vu´1pu´�̄fq

“ ri˚
b,a
V�s b pvu´1

q
�̄t˚

vu´1f

which is equal to (4.13). In the fourth equality, to apply the map �q,v, we had to

choose an extension of the character of the action of T pq, vq on the fibers of

pevq,u ˝ iv,uq
˚
pV� b C´�̄q b Cp0,�̄q

to T ˆ T . Since T pq, vq acts trivially on

pevq,u ˝ iv,uq
˚
pV� b C´�̄q,

the extension had to agree with �̄ on T , and so it took the form pn, �̄q for some

n P Z. The fifth equality holds since

rCp0,�̄q b C´pn,�̄qs b 1 “ 1 b q´n.

The final equality holds since u´�̄ is a constant, and therefore commutes with t˚
vu´1 .

This completes the proof.

Remark 4.5.9. Theorems 4.5.5 and 4.5.8 establish a local description of F˚
T,q

pXq

only in degree zero. However, the result extends by Remark 2.3.7 and Lemma 4.4.4

to the entire Z{2Z-graded OCT,q
-algebra.

4.6 The character map

Recall that E⌧ :“ Ep⌧,1q where p⌧, 1q P X`, and we write ET,⌧ “ ŤbE⌧ . Similarly, we

denote Grojnowski’s construction of the corresponding elliptic cohomology theory

by

G˚
T,⌧

pXq :“ G˚
T,p⌧,1qpXq.
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Theorem 4.6.1. Let X be an equivariantly formal, finite T -CW complex. There is

an isomorphism

F˚
T,q

pXq – p�T,⌧ q˚G˚
T,⌧

pXq

of Z{2Z-graded OCT,q
-algebras, natural in X.

Proof. Choose a cover U adapted to SpXq, and recall the local description of F˚
T,q

pXq

from Theorems 4.5.5 and 4.5.8. For each a P CT,q we will define an isomorphism of

Z{2Z-graded OUa
-algebras

F˚
T,q

pXqUa

–
›Ñ p�T,⌧ q˚G˚

T,⌧
pXqqUa

(4.15)

natural in X, such that, on each nonempty intersection Ua X Ub, the diagram

F˚
T,q

pXqUa
|UaXUb

pp�T,⌧ q˚G˚
T,t

pXqqUa
|UaXUb

F˚
T,q

pXqUb
|UaXUb

pp�T,⌧ q˚G˚
T,t

pXqqUb
|UaXUb

–

�b,a �b,a

–

commutes, where �b,a are the respective gluing maps.

We must define the natural isomorphism first. Fix a P CT,q. It suffices to define the

isomorphism on an arbitrary open subset U Ä Ua. By Theorem 4.5.5, we have an

isomorphism

F˚
T,q

pXqUa
pUq – K˚

T
pXa

q bKT
OCT,q

pUa´1
q (4.16)

natural in X. By definition, we have

pp�T,⌧ q˚G˚
T,⌧

pXqqUa
pUq “ H˚

T
pXa

q bHT
OET,⌧

pU ´ aq (4.17)

where, by a severe abuse of notation, we have written U again for �´1
T,⌧

pUq and a

for �´1
T,⌧

paq, to keep things consistent. We hope that the difference between the

additive and multiplicative notation will prevent any confusion arising from this.

Since X is equivariantly formal and Ua is small, we may apply the pushforward of

the equivariant Chern character over  T,q|V , where V is a small neighbourhood of 1

such that Uaa´1
Ä  T,qpV q. This yields an isomorphism

chT : K˚
T

pXa
q bKT

OCT,q
pUa´1

q – HT pXa
q bHT

OET,⌧
pU ´ aq. (4.18)
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Composing (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18) in the obvious way produces the isomorphism

(4.15) over U Ä Ua.

It remains to show that the local isomorphisms thus defined are compatible with

gluing maps. In other words, we must show that the diagrams

KT pXa
qUa´1 KT pXb

qUa´1 KT {HpXb
qUa´1

HT pXa
qU´a HT pXb

qU´a HT {HpXb
qU´a.

chT chT chT {H

and
KT {HpXb

qUa´1 KT {HpXb
qUb´1 KT pXb

qUb´1

HT {HpXb
qU´a HT {HpXb

qU´b HT pXb
qU´b

chT {H chT {H chT

commute, where H “ xT paq, T pbqy. The left hand square in the upper diagram

commutes since chT is natural in X. The left hand square in the lower diagram

commutes since t˚
ba´1 is KT {H-linear and t˚

b´a
is HT {H-linear. The other two squares

commute because the Chern character respects the change of groups maps in Propo-

sitions 2.2.7 and 2.3.13. Indeed, recalling the maps h and j of the pullback diagram

(2.3) and the definition of the Chern character, we have

h˚chT {HprV� b C´�̄sq b j˚chT pC�̄q “ chT prV� b C´�̄sq b chT pC�̄q

“ chT prV�sq Y chT prC´�̄sq b chT pC�̄q

“ chT prV�sq b e´�̄
b e�̄

“ chT prV�sq b 1

where � P Ĥ and �̄ is an extension of � to a character of T . This completes the

proof.

Corollary 4.6.2. There is an isomorphism of cohomology theories

F˚
T,q

– p�T,⌧ q˚G˚
T,⌧

defined on equivariantly formal, finite T -CW complexes and taking values in sheaves

of Z{2Z-graded OCT,q
-algebras.
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Proof. The natural isomorphism of Theorem 4.6.1 is an isomorphism of cohomol-

ogy theories since, by the proof of Proposition 4.4.4, the suspension isomorphisms

of F˚
T

pXq are inherited from equivariant K-theory, and these are compatible with

the suspension maps of Grojnowski’s theory via the Chern character, which is an

isomorphism of cohomology theories.



Chapter 5

Kitchloo’s elliptic cohomology theory

In this chapter, we construct a holomorphic sheaf kKÅLT pLXq in a way that is analo-

gous to Kitchloo’s construction in [20], only exchanging the simple, simply-connected

compact Lie group G for a torus T . This modification does not present any difficul-

ties, and the construction goes through almost unchanged. One difference is that we

construct a sheaf over D
ˆ

ˆ TC, while Kitchloo constructs his over H ˆ tC, but this

is not significant as the two spaces are related by the complex exponential map, and

Kitchloo’s T -equivariant construction over H ˆ tC is obtained from ours by pulling

back over this map.

In the previous chapter, we considered the action of a loop group LT on a space LX,

and used equivariant K-theory to construct a sheaf KLT pLXq out of this. However,

it was not constructed in such a way that a cocycle is represented by a family of

LT -representations over LX, as it turns out that there are no honest, nontrivial

representations of LT . To bring any kind of representations of LT into the picture,

we really need to consider representations of a central extension ÄLT of LT by a

circle, which are equivalently projective representations of LT .

It is helpful in this context to consider why there are no nontrivial honest repre-

sentations of LT . Supposing that there were, then we should expect the character

of such a representation to induce a Ť -invariant holomorphic function on D
ˆ

ˆ TC,

103
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since this is a subspace of the complexification of the maximal torus T ˆ T . How-

ever, this would be equivalent to a holomorphic function on the quotient CT , which

would then have to be constant since the fiber CT,q Ä CT is a projective variety.

Therefore, the character of the honest representation would have to be trivial. On

the other hand, if we consider a level k representation of ÄLT , then we find that the

character induces a nontrivial section of a certain line bundle Lk over CT , under

certain conditions.

Evaluated on a point, the value of the Ť -invariants of the pushforward kFT pXq of
kKÅLT pLXq turns out to be the line bundle Lk. For more general X, cocycles in
kKÅLT pLXq are represented by T ˆ T -equivariant families of Fredholm operators,

which are parametrised over finite subcomplexes of LX and which carry a natural

action of the Weyl group Ť . We use the equivariant index theorem of Atiyah and

Segal to relate kKÅLT pLXq to the sheaf KLT pLXq of the previous chapter, and it

follows from this relationship that kFT pXq is isomorphic to FT pXq b Lk. Finally,

we apply the character map of Theorem 4.6.1 to show that kFT,qpXq is isomorphic

to the twisted theory GT,⌧ pXq b Lk of Grojnowski, for X equivariantly formal and

where q “ e2⇡i⌧ .

Notation 5.0.1. In this chapter, as in the previous chapter, we identify the circle

T with S1
Ä C.

5.1 Representation theory of the loop group LT

In this Our reference for this section is Chapters 4 and 9 of [30].

Notation 5.1.1. We fix a symmetric bilinear form

I : Ť ˆ Ť ›Ñ Z.

Recall that, because T is a torus, the perfect pairing between Ť and T̂ induces a

canonical isomorphism T̂ – HompŤ ,Zq. The adjoint to I therefore takes the form

I : Ť ›Ñ T̂ .
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Let �pmq :“
1
2Ipm,mq be the quadratic form associated to I.

Remark 5.1.2. The bilinear form I determines a cocycle ! on the Lie algebra

Lt :“ C8
pT; tq of LT 1, given by

!p↵, �q :“
1

2⇡

ª 2⇡

0

Ip↵1
p✓q, �p✓qqd✓.

This, in turn, determines a central extension rLt “ Lt ‘ R with bracket given by

rp↵, xq, p�, yqs “ pr↵, �s,!p↵, �qq.

central extension

1 ›Ñ Up1q ›Ñ ÄLT ›Ñ LT ›Ñ 1 (5.1)

Remark 5.1.3. The action of T lifts to an action on ÄLT ,2 and we are thus able to

form the semidirect product

T ˙ ÄLT .

All representations of T ˙ L̃T and ÄLT that we consider in this chapter are unitary

representations on a Hilbert space, although it may not be explicitly stated. Two

representations E and E 1 are said to be essentially equivalent if there is a continuous,

equivariant linear map E Ñ E 1 which is injective and has dense image.

Definition 5.1.4. A representation V is called irreducible if it has no closed invari-

ant subspace.

Remark 5.1.5. The extension (5.1) splits over the constant loops, and therefore T

is a subgroup of ÄLT . If T is a maximal torus in T , then

T ˆ T ˆ Up1q Ä T ˙ ÄLT

is a maximal torus. Up to essential equivalence, a representation V of T ˙ ÄLT

decomposes as a direct sum
à

pn,�,kq
Vpn,�,kq, (5.2)

of subspaces, where T ˆ T ˆ Up1q acts on Vpn,�,kq by the character pn,�, kq P T̂ ˆ

T̂ ˆ ˆUp1q. A character occurring in the decomposition of V is called a weight of V .
1The loop group LT is actually an infinite dimensional Lie group. For details, we refer the

reader to sections 3.1 and 3.2 in [30]
2See Chapter 4 of [30]
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Remark 5.1.6. The parametrisation of T induces an identification of T̂ with Z. For

a representation V with decomposition (5.2), if Vpn,�,kq ‰ 0 for only finitely many

values of n † 0, then V is said to be a positive energy representation. Henceforth, any

representation of T ˙ ÄLT that we consider will be a positive energy representation,

although it may not be explicitly stated.

Theorem 5.1.7 (Theorem 9.3.1, [30]). Any representation V of T˙ ÄLT contains a

direct sum of irreducible representations as a dense subspace. Any representation of

ÄLT extends to a representation of T ˙ ÄLT .

Remark 5.1.8. If V is an irreducible representation of T ˙ ÄLT , then, by Schur’s

lemma, the central circle Up1q acts by scalars, and therefore only one value of k can

occur in the decomposition (5.2) of V . This is called the level of V .

Proposition 5.1.9 (Proposition 9.2.3, [30]). The restriction of a positive energy,

irreducible representation of T ˙ ÄLT to ÄLT is also irreducible.

Remark 5.1.10. The affine Weyl group associated to T ˆ T ˆ Up1q Ä T ˙ ÄLT is

defined as the quotient

Waff :“ N
T˙ÅLT pT ˆ T̃ q{pT ˆ T̃ q.

Since the extension by Up1q is central, we have

Waff “ Ť

and the action of Ť on T ˆ T̃ covers the action on T ˆ T .

Proposition 5.1.11 ([30], Proposition 4.9.4). The Weyl action of m P Ť on T ˆ

T ˆ Up1q is given by

pq, u, zq fi›Ñ pq, qmu, q�pmquIpmqzq (5.3)

Proposition 5.1.12. The Weyl action of m P Ť on a character pn,�, kq is given by

m ¨ pn,�, kq “ pn ` �pmq ` k�pmq,� ` kIpmq, kq. (5.4)
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Proof. An element m P Ť acts on a character pn,�, kq by pullback along the action

of m, so that the diagram

T ˆ T̃ C
ˆ

T ˆ T̃ C
ˆ

m¨pn,�,kq

m “
pn,�,kq

commutes. We therefore have

pm ¨ pn,�, kqqpq, u, zq “ qnpqmuq
�
pq�pmquIpmqzq

k

“ qn`�pmq`k�pmqu�`kIpmqzk.

Theorem 5.1.13 (Theorem 9.3.5, [30]). If k is a positive integer and I is positive-

definite, then there is a bijection between the set of irreducible level k representations

of ÄLT up to essential equivalence, and the set

T̂ {kŤ ,

where Ť is regarded as a subgroup of T̂ via the injection

I : Ť ›Ñ T̂ .

Remark 5.1.14. Theorem 5.1.13 enables us to classify all irreducible positive en-

ergy representations of T ˙ ÄLT of level k. By Proposition 5.1.9, an irreducible

representation of T ˙ ÄLT restricts to an irreducible representation of ÄLT , and any

two representations which restrict to the same representation of ÄLT can only differ

by multiplication by a character of T. Furthermore, a positive energy representation

of T˙ ÄLT has only finitely many negative characters n P T̂ occurring in the decom-

position (5.2), and the lowest such n is called its lowest energy. Also, by Theorem

5.1.7, any irreducible representation of ÄLT extends to an irreducible representation

of T˙ ÄLT . Therefore, up to essential equivalence, irreducible level k representations

of T ˙ ÄLT are classified by elements pn, r�sq P Z ˆ T̂ {kŤ .
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5.2 Fredholm operators and the equivariant index

map

Definition 5.2.1. For an integer k ° 0, define Hk to be the Hilbert space completion

of the direct sum
à

N

à

n,r�s
Hn,r�s,k,

where n ranges over Z, r�s ranges over T̂ {kŤ , and Hn,r�s,k denotes the irreducible

level k representation of T˙ ÄLT corresponding to r�s P T̂ {kŤ and with lowest energy

n. Thus, any level k representation of T ˙ ÄLT may be identified with a summand

of Hk, up to essential equivalence.

Definition 5.2.2. A Fredholm operator on a Hilbert space is a bounded linear

operator with finite dimensional kernel and cokernel. We denote by Fk the space of

all Fredholm operators on the Hilbert space Hk with the norm topology. The action

of T ˙ ÄLT on Hk induces an action on Fk by conjugation. Note that the identity

operator is a Fredholm operator.

Definition 5.2.3. Let Y be a T ˆ T -CW complex. Define the group

kKTˆTˆUp1qpY q :“ ⇡0 Map
TˆTˆUp1qpY,Fkq

with identity element the map sending Y to the identity operator, and group oper-

ation induced by composition of Fredholm operators.

Remark 5.2.4. The loop group T˙ ÄLT acts on MappLX,Fkq as follows. An element

g P T ˙ ÄLT sends F P MappLX,Fkq to the unique map F g such that

LX Fk

LX Fk

g

F
g

g

F

commutes. Thus, writing the map F as � fiÑ F�, we have the formula

F g

�
“ ✓g´1 ˝ Fg¨� ˝ ✓g, (5.5)
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where ✓g is the image of g in AutpHkq. The subset

Map
TˆTˆUp1qpLX,Fkq Ä MappLX,Fkq

of Tˆ T ˆUp1q-equivariant maps is the Tˆ T ˆUp1q-fixed point set of this action,

and therefore carries an action of the affine Weyl group Ť . More generally, let Y

be a T ˆ T -equivariant subspace of LX. The Weyl action of m P Ť , since it is

continuous, induces a group homomorphism

m˚
:

kK˚
TˆTˆUp1qpm ¨ Y q ›Ñ

kK˚
TˆTˆUp1qpY q (5.6)

sending rF s to rFm
s.

Definition 5.2.5. Let kKTˆTˆUp1q denote the free abelian group generated by the

irreducible level k characters of T ˆ T ˆ Up1q, which is evidently a module over the

ring KTˆT of characters of T ˆ T .

Remark 5.2.6. The action of m P Ť induces a group homomorphism

m˚
:

kKTˆTˆUp1q ›Ñ
kKTˆTˆUp1q

according to the formula

pn,�, kq fiÑ pn ` �pmq ` k�pmq,� ` kIpmq, kq (5.7)

of Proposition 5.1.12.

Remark 5.2.7. We introduce the equivariant index map of Atiyah and Segal. Let

H be a Hilbert space representation of TˆT in which each irreducible representation

of T ˆ T occurs countably many times. Let F be the space of Fredholm operators

on H with the norm topology, on which TˆT acts by conjugation. Let Y be a finite

T ˆ T -CW complex and let F : Y Ñ F , be a T ˆ T -equivariant, continuous map.

By the results in Appendix 2 and 3 of [5], there exists a TˆT -equivariant subspace

H1
Ä H of finite codimension such that, if p denotes the orthogonal projection

H ⇣ H1, then p ˝ Fy is surjective for all y P Y . Nonequivariantly, the index of a

Fredholm operator F is defined to be the difference between the dimensions of its

kernel and cokernel, and it is a well known property that, for a continuous family
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tFyuyPY of Fredholm operators, the index of Fy remains constant as y varies. Since

p ˝ Fy is surjective for all y, the dimension of cokerpp ˝ Fyq remains constant (i.e.

zero) for all y, which means the dimension of kerpp ˝ Fyq remains constant. The

bundle of vector spaces

tkerpp ˝ FyquyPY

is a finite dimensional TˆT -vector bundle on Y . By Corollary A3.2 in [5], the map

⇡0 Map
TˆT

pY,Fq ›Ñ KTˆT pY q

rF s fi›Ñ rtkerpp ˝ FyquyPY s ´ rY ˆ kerppqs

is an isomorphism of groups, natural in Y , and does not depend on the choice of p.

We should think of the following Proposition as an application of the equivariant

index map, combined with the change of groups isomorphism of Proposition 2.3.13.

Proposition 5.2.8. Let Y be a finite TˆT -CW complex. There is an isomorphism

of KTˆT -modules

kKTˆTˆUp1qpY q – KTˆT pY q bKTˆT

kKTˆTˆUp1q

natural in Y . In particular,

kKTˆTˆUp1qpptq –
kKTˆTˆUp1q.

Proof. First, we show that the map

Map
TˆTˆUp1qpY,Fkq ›Ñ Map

TˆT
pY,Fkq (5.8)

given by forgetting the Up1q-action is an isomorphism. Indeed, an element s P Up1q

acts on Hk by multiplication by sk, and so the induced action of Up1q on Fk by

conjugation fixes Fk, by the linearity of Fredholm operators. Therefore, any Tˆ T -

equivariant map Y Ñ Fk is in fact TˆT ˆUp1q-equivariant, since Up1q acts trivially

on both Y and Fk, and so (5.8) has an inverse. Since the group operation induced

by composition of Fredholm operators is clearly preserved, (5.8) is an isomorphism

of groups.
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The statement of the proposition now follows by applying the equivariant index map

of Remark 5.2.7. By Theorem 5.1.13, Hk contains countably many copies of each

irreducible representation of T ˆ T . Therefore,

⇡0 Map
TˆT

pY,Fkq – KTˆT pY q.

Combined with the map (5.8), this gives us an isomorphism of groups

kKTˆTˆUp1qpY q – KTˆT pY q

which is natural in Y , since the equivariant index map is natural in Y .

Since "forgetting" the Up1q-action, given by k P Ûp1q, corresponds to tensoring with

C´p0,0,kq, the isomorphism of the proposition is given by

rF s fiÑ rtkerpp ˝ FyuyPY b rCp0,0,kqs ´ rpY ˆ kerppqq b C´p0,0,kqs b rCp0,0,kqs.

Definition 5.2.9. Let Y be a T ˆ T -CW complex. Let kK˚
TˆTˆUp1qpY q denote the

sheaf of OCˆˆTC-modules which takes the value

kKTˆTˆUp1qpY q bKTˆT
OCˆˆTCpUq

on an open subset U Ä C
ˆ

ˆ TC. Define the sheaf of ODˆˆTC-modules

kKÅLT pLXq :“ lim
–›

Y ÄLX finite

kKTˆTˆUp1qpY qDˆˆTC ,

where the inverse limit runs over all finite T ˆ T -CW subcomplexes Y Ä LX.

Remark 5.2.10. We define a Ť -action on kKÅLT pLXq in a way that is analogous

to Remark 4.3.4. Recall that !m : D
ˆ

ˆ TC Ñ D
ˆ

ˆ TC denotes the action map

pq, uq fiÑ pq, qmuq of m. The map m˚ of (5.6) induces an isomorphism of sheaves

!˚
m

kKTˆTˆUp1qpm ¨ Y qDˆˆTC ›Ñ
kKTˆTˆUp1qpY qDˆˆTC

for Y Ä LX a finite T ˆ T -CW complex. The family of maps thus produced is

compatible with inclusions of subsets of LX, since it is induced by the action of

T ˙ ÄLT . We therefore have an isomorphism of inverse limits

!˚
m

kKÅLT pLXq ›Ñ
kKÅLT pLXq.
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For each pq, uq, this induces an isomorphism, also denoted m˚,

m˚
:

kKÅLT pLXqpq,qmuq ›Ñ
kKÅLT pLXqpq,uq

rF s b g fi›Ñ rFm
s b m˚g

(5.9)

from the stalk at pq, qmuq to the stalk at pq, uq. Since it is induced by a group action,

the collection of isomorphisms

t!˚
m

kKÅLT pLXq ›Ñ
kKÅLT pLXqu

mPŤ

defines an action of Ť on kKÅLT pLXq.

Notation 5.2.11. We use kODˆˆTC to denote the sheaf kKÅLT pL˚q. The value of
kODˆˆTC on open subset U Ä D

ˆ
ˆ TC is

kKTˆTˆUp1q bKTˆT
ODˆˆTCpUq.

Definition 5.2.12. Define the OCT
-module

kFT pXq :“ pp T q˚
kKÅLT pLXqq

Ť .

Define the Looijenga line bundle to be

Lk
:“

kFT pptq.

By definition, a section of Lk is a holomorphic function s on D
ˆ

ˆTC which satisfies

the transformation property

spq, uq “ spq, qmuquIpmqq�pmq

for all m P Ť . Such functions are called theta functions of degree k.

Remark 5.2.13. We make some further remarks concerning the equivariant index

map, and its relationship to the action of Ť . Let p and Fy be as in Remark 5.2.7,

and let pm “ ✓´m ˝ p ˝ ✓m. Clearly, p ˝ Fy is surjective for all y if and only if

pm ˝ Fm

y
“ ✓´m ˝ p ˝ Fy ˝ ✓m

is surjective for all y. Furthermore, pm is clearly T ˆ T -equivariant whenever p is.

Therefore, the map

tkerppm ˝ Fm

y
quyPY
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is a TˆT -vector bundle on Y , as is Y ˆ kerppmq. In Remark (4.3.4), given a TˆT -

vector bundle V over m ¨Y , there was only one possible way to define a TˆT -vector

bundle m˚
rV s over Y . We must have

m˚
rtkerpp ˝ FyquyPm¨Y s “ rtkerppm ˝ Fm

y
quyPY s.

and

m˚
rpm ¨ Y q ˆ kerppqs “ rpY ˆ kerppmqqs.

These two formulas will be essential to the proof of the following proposition.

Proposition 5.2.14. There is a Ť -equivariant isomorphism of ODˆˆTC-modules

kKÅLT pLXq – KLT pLXq bODˆˆTC
kODˆˆTC

natural in X.

Proof. On an open set U Ä D
ˆ

ˆTC, there is an isomorphism of ODˆˆTCpUq-modules

kKÅLT pLXqpUq :“ lim
–›Y ÄLX

kKTˆTˆUp1qpY q bKTˆT
ODˆˆTCpUq

– lim
–›Y ÄLX

KTˆT pY q bKTˆT

kKTˆTˆUp1q bKTˆT
ODˆˆTCpUq

“: lim
–›Y ÄLX

KTˆT pY q bKTˆT

kODˆˆTCpUq

“ KLT pLXqpUq bODˆˆTC
pUq kODˆˆTCpUq

induced by the natural isomorphism of Proposition 5.2.8. To check Ť -equivariance,

it suffices to show that the diagram

kKTˆTˆUp1qpm ¨ Y q KTˆT pm ¨ Y q bKTˆT

kKTˆTˆUp1q

kKTˆTˆUp1qpY q KTˆT pY q bKTˆT

kKTˆTˆUp1q

–

–

commutes for a finite T ˆ T -CW subcomplex Y Ä LX. Here the horizontal arrows

are the isomorphism of Proposition 5.2.8, the left vertical arrow is the isomorphism

defined in (5.6), and the right vertical arrow is the group homomorphism determined

by

rV s b Cpn,�,kq fi›Ñ m˚
rV s b m˚

Cpn,�,kq,

with m˚
rV s defined as in Remark (4.3.4) and m˚

Cpn,�,kq defined as in Remark 5.2.6.
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Let rF s be an element in kKTˆTˆUp1qpm ¨ Y q represented by

F P Map
TˆTˆUp1qpm ¨ Y,Fkq.

Via the upper horizontal arrow, rF s is sent to

rtkerpp ˝ FyquyPm¨Y b C´p0,0,kqs b rCp0,0,kqs ´ rpm ¨ Y ˆ kerppqq b C´p0,0,kqs b rCp0,0,kqs.

The right vertical arrow sends this to

m˚
rtkerpp ˝ FyquyPm¨Y b C´p0,0,kqs b m˚

rCp0,0,kqs

´m˚
rpm ¨ Y ˆ kerppqq b C´p0,0,kqs b m˚

rCp0,0,kqs.
(5.10)

Using the formula in Remark 5.2.13, we can rewrite (5.10) as

m˚
rtkerpp ˝ Fm¨yuyPm¨Y b C´p0,0,kqs b m˚

rCp0,0,kqs

´rpY ˆ kerppmqq b C´pk�pmq,kIpmq,kqs b rCpk�pmq,kIpmq,kqs

which is equal to

m˚
rtkerpp˝Fm¨yuyPm¨Y bC´p0,0,kqsbm˚

rCp0,0,kqs´rpY ˆkerppmqqbC´p0,0,kqsbrCp0,0,kqs.

(5.11)

The lower horizontal map sends rFm
s to

rtkerppm ˝ Fm

y
quyPY b C´p0,0,kqs b rCp0,0,kqs ´ rpY ˆ kerppmqq b C´p0,0,kqs b rCp0,0,kqs

which is equal to

rtkerp✓´m ˝ p ˝ Fm¨y ˝ ✓mquyPY b C´pk�pmq,kIpmq,kqs b rCpk�pmq,kIpmq,kqs

´rpY ˆ kerppmqq b C´p0,0,kqs b rCp0,0,kqs.
(5.12)

Again using the formula in Remark 5.2.13, we can rewrite (5.12) as

m˚
rtkerpp˝ FyquyPm¨Y bC´p0,0,kqsbm˚

rCp0,0,kqs´rpY ˆkerppmqqbC´p0,0,kqsbrCp0,0,kqs

which is equal to (5.11). This is what we wanted to show.

Theorem 5.2.15. There is an isomorphism of Z{2Z-graded OCT
-modules

kF˚
T

pXq – F˚
T

pXq bOCT

Lk

natural in X.
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Proof. There are natural isomorphisms of OCT
-modules

pp T q˚ kKÅLT pLXqq
Ť

– pp T q˚pKLT pLXq bODˆˆTC
kODˆˆTCqq

Ť

– pp T q˚KLT pLXqq
Ť

bOCT

pp T q˚ kODˆˆTCq
Ť ,

where first isomorphism follows directly from Proposition 5.2.14, and the second

isomorphism holds because the Ť -action on D
ˆ

ˆ TC is free. This yields the isomor-

phism of the theorem in degree zero. By Remark 2.3.7, we can formally extend to

the Z{2Z-graded isomorphism.

Combining Theorem 5.2.15 with the character map of Theorem 4.6.1 gives us the

following corollary. Note that here Lk

q
denotes the restriction of Lk to CT,q.

Corollary 5.2.16. There is an isomorphism cohomology theories

kF˚
T,q

– p�T,⌧ q˚pG˚
T,⌧

q bOCT,q

Lk

q

defined on the full subcategory of equivariantly formal, finite T -CW complexes, and

taking values in Z{2Z-graded OCT,q
-modules.
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